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Introduction

My grandmother repeated the verbal story passed down through generations – her great-grandmother’s great- great- great- 
grandmother was a Native Aboriginal woman, the daughter of a Huron chief, who officially married a European. Further, 
she claimed that on her mother’s side, the Laviolette ancestors had been in New France from the very beginning. As cou-
reurs de bois they had earned their living in the fur trade, seasonally traversing the border between New France and New 
England. As well, they were explorers and voyageurs who had paddled up and down the St. Lawrence River far and wide, 
in search of adventure as they earned their living throughout the era of the fur trade. My quest has been to discover and 
research whether these oral family legends were factual through supportive evidence, or whether they proved to be legends 
without substance. Thanks to my daughter ♥Michelle♥, whose patience, technical savvy and consistent help, including 
support throughout all my learning curves, has enabled this family genealogy into a reality… As for myself, the discovery 
journey has been quite a ride! 

Michelle, who has a Master’s in history, was instrumental in guiding my research into the resulting evidence-based facts 
identified by 262 authoritative endnotes, which are springboards for those who may want to pursue a more in depth history 
of the subject matter. In this e-book various groups are segregated into sections. Specific historical events necessarily re-ap-
pear as each group is defined and discussed. Dynamically each group caused intersecting ripples upon the stage of histor-
ical events. Individual ancestors do appear more than once depending upon the circumstances of events as they unfolded.

The following story is but a very brief synopsis of the subject matter. An appropriate analogy would be to say: a miniscule 
chip from the tip of the iceberg relative to the massive amount of academic study concerning Native people, the explorers, 
the missionaries, the fur trade and settlements as they evolved in New France. 

Jacques Cartier, the explorer, might well have met our direct ancestors’ parents while sailing on his epic trip down the St. 
Lawrence River. His documentation and journals are the earliest written sources concerning specific locations of Native 
Peoples in that location and the resulting unique events that followed first contact. 

Since European religious politics of both royal and papal influences were significant, they did have a central impact upon 
the evolution of actions and perspectives in New France. The France Background chapter attempts to add clarity in explana-
tion of events and outcomes which include the focus, and influence of the missionaries.

The Timeline 1500 – 1650 (2 pages) reflects the time span of my story. It shows highlights and context to events and a 1650 
map depicting the European presence of France, England, and the Dutch represented by the East India Company whose 
interest was the fur trade.

The fur trade had an overwhelming impact on all parties. And the desire and necessity for France to grow its presence in 
North America and its subsequent settlements with all its challenges, make quite a story. I thought it important to weave the 
story of our direct family ancestors, relative to their date of arrival (typically at L’ Habitation (today Quebec City)), alongside 
what was happening in the big picture of New France’s evolution. Although L’Habitation was founded in 1608, it wasn’t 
until 1619 that European families actually began to arrive. Some of our direct ancestors appear more than once according to 
their involvement with specific events. Note: Each direct ancestor couple has been gathered into the last chapter with their 
own biography. Judging by the intertwining of our earliest, pioneering French ancestors—they being such a small pool of 
people in the beginning—one could have concluded they were all relatives of one sort or another.

This research has been a massive undertaking given that my mother has 1064 direct ancestors of Roch Manitouabeouich’’s 



generation. Presumably there is a curiosity and interest in the story as it now stands at this point in time. What follows is 
the culmination of what has been researched thus far about my earliest New France (Canadian) ancestors. 

                
       Huron Wendat Hunter calling a moose, 1868 art-

ist Cornelius Krieghoff (Photo credit: Wikipedia)
          

Re-enactor from Port-Royal National 
Historic Site in historical costume (Photo 

credit: Wikipedia)

Tall ships in the St. Lawrence



Earliest North American Ancestors

Our earliest known North American direct ancestors are a First Nations couple: 
Roch Manitouabeouich (means: great spirit) [he is also known as Manitoueabeouichit, 
*Manit8eabe8ich] and his spouse, Oueou Outchibahanoukoueouo (means: woman that 
cooks faster). From this branch of our family tree, our earliest ancestors, according to 
archeologists, arrived on the continent thousands of years ago.

Our earliest known European direct ancestors are a French couple: Abraham Martin 
and his wife, Marguerite-Genevieve Langlois, one of the Langlois sisters who arrived 
at Tadoussac, New France (Quebec) aboard the ship Le Sallemande on August 30, 
1620: They journeyed from there to L’Habitation, established and built by Samuel de 
Champlain in 1608, now known as Quebec City, Canada.
*the 8 is a phonetic for the w which the French language did not have during that era, so the sound at the begin-
ning of the number 8 in French is a close substitute in sound tone.

     

The first settlers of what is now Canada relied upon First Nations for resources and trade to sustain a living. Although 
not without conflict, European/Canadian early interactions with First Nations and Inuit populations were relatively 
peaceful. The first French Europeans who arrived on the North American continent, through written testimonies, noted 
friendliness on the part of First Nations people.1



I am the 10 x great-granddaughter of *Roch Manitouabeouich and Oueou Outchi-
bahanoukoueou. There is some debate as to their Native tribe affiliation origins. All 
we know for sure is that their daughter, Marie-Olivier-Sylvestre Manitouabeouich 
was living amongst the HURONS with her father a Chief of the Huron, and at the 
time  was  recorded in official documents and declared as being “Algonquin”. Those 
documents are now at the Metis Nation of Ontario and the Algonquin Nation 
Tribal Council, Mattawa/North Bay First Nation Algonquin group being part of the 
Golden Lake Land Claim. The board reviewed these documents and approved this 
lineage to be 100% Algonquin.

Long before Europeans set foot in North America, Native/Indigenous-Peoples’ presence can be traced back 10,000 years.2 
They are ancestors of today’s Algonquian and Iroquoian tribes and are commonly known in Canada as Aboriginal 
people, or Native people, which include First Nations, Inuit, and Métis. In Quebec they are known as Paleo-Amerindians.

        

Early sources describe the 
Algonquian/Abenaki people 
as a docile and hospitable 
people who had a tremen-
dous sense of loyalty to the 
French. The Abenaki had 
excellent hunting and track-
ing abilities and as such, sur-
vived mostly as a hunting 
and gathering society with 
very little agricultural activ-
ity.



Aboriginal People
Prehistory
According to the prevailing New World migration model, migrations of humans from Eurasia (in particular North Asia) 
to the Americas took place via Beringia, a land bridge which connected the two continents across what is now the Ber-
ing Strait. The majority of experts agree that the earliest migration via Beringia took place at least 13,500 years ago, with 
disputed evidence that people had migrated into the Americas much earlier, up to 40,000 years ago. These early Paleo-
Indians spread throughout the Americas, diversifying into many hundreds of culturally distinct nations and tribes. 
According to the oral histories of many of the indigenous peoples of the Americas, it is claimed their ancestors have lived 
there since their genesis, described by a wide range of creation myths.

Map of gene flow in and out of Beringia, according to 
human mitochondrial DNA haplogroups

       

Colors of the arrows correspond to ap-
proximate timing of the events and are 
decoded in the colored time bar. The 
initial peopling of Beringia (the region 
depicted in light yellow) was followed 
by a standstill after which the ancestors 
of the Native Americans spread swiftly 
all over the New World while some of 
the Beringian maternal lineages (C1a) 
spread westwards. More recent genetic 
exchange (shown in green) is manifested 
by back-migration of A2a into Siberia 
and the spread of D2a into north-eastern 
America that post-dated the initial peop-
ling of the New World.

Source: Tamm E, Kivisild T, Reidla M, 
Metspalu M, Smith DG, et al. (2007) 
Beringian Standstill and Spread of Native 
American Founders. PLoS ONE 2(9): 
e829. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0000829. 
Also available from PubMed Centra - 
Wikipedia



Archaeological digs in Lac Megantic, Quebec, found that the Amerindians/ Natives had been in the region for over 
12,000 years, making this the oldest known site of human occupation in Quebec.3 Prior to contact with Europeans, the 
region was inhabited by the Abenaki.4

Archeologists in 1975 and 1978 excavated a large 15th-century Huron village, now called the Draper Site, in Pickering, 
Ontario near Lake Ontario. In 2003 a larger village was discovered five kilometres away in Whitchurch-Stouffville; it is 
known as the Mantle Site. The sites each were surrounded by a palisade. The Mantle Site had more than 70 longhouses.
The historian James F. Pendergast states: “Indeed, there is now every indication that the late pre-contact Huron and their 
immediate antecedents developed in a distinct Huron homeland in southern Ontario along the north shore of Lake On-
tario. Subsequently they moved from there to their historic territory on Georgian Bay where they were encountered by 
Champlain in 1615.5

Google Maps 2006

Oldest known human Amerindians occupation 
in Quebec: Lac Megantic - 1200 years ago



Map showing settlements in the St. Lawrence Valley circa 1535 (European newcomer encamp-
ments shown as purple squares). Based on H.W. Castner map; 

“Approximate location of Iroquoian villages mentioned in the texts of Cartier’s Voyages”.6

According to Cartier’s account, the [Native] Canadians were a mobile people, making annual voyages 
to the Baie de Gaspé/ Bay of Gaspé for fishing. Archaeological evidence suggests, however, that they 
also had fairly sedentary home towns/ villages. They had inhabited the area from the 14th century; 
and were populous, with many villages in addition to Stadacona and Hochelaga—two villages that 
Cartier visited.7



1500 – Territory & First Nations

My 10 × great-grandfather, Roch Manitouabeouich:

Because Roch is a Christian name in honour of St. Roch, the Catholic patron saint, one 
can deduce he had been named so in result of his conversion to Christianity at a baptis-
mal ritual by French missionaries. He was born about 1600. We know that Algonquin, 
Anishinaabe, Ojibwe, and Nipissing tribes were also located in the Lake Huron region 
along with the Huronians. And that they had interaction with Samuel de Champlain, 
Étienne Brûlé, and the Nicolet missionaries, according to journal entries. Since Roch 
Manitouabeouich is known to us relative to the fur trade, we can surmise he was likely 
familiar with the Native settlements and tribes living along the St. Lawrence River. 
The Hurons had a late 15th century village near Pickering, Ontario and subsequently 
relocated to their historic territory on Georgian Bay—where they were encountered by 
Champlain in 1615.8

Native Oral Tradition

Not having a written language, Native history and knowledge was traditionally passed on orally from generation to 
generation. Information can also be gathered from observing Native societies today, along with the traditions they have 
maintained. First Nations had their own laws and institutions, municipal (tribal) government, international agreements 
(tribal nations), sophisticated community structures (many families living under one roof), an established justice system 
and a religious belief in a Great Spirit.9 

    

Aboriginal peoples and the French Europeans made 
continuous contact with each other in historical New 
France, which included Quebec, Canada. European 
journals such as those written by Jacques Cartier 
and Samuel de Champlain, missionary accounts, as 
well as church documents provide a wealth of infor-
mation for historians and genealogists.

 



Algonquian Nations

It is thought that my 10 × great-grandmother:

Oueou OUTCHIBAHANOUKOUEOU (or ouchistaouichkoue) was born circa 1606 
in Bécancour, Quebec. Oral histories, historians, Jesuit Relations, and others indi-
cate that Outchibahanouk Banoukoueou“Oueou” was born to an Abenaki band liv-
ing along the Bécancour River in 1602. She is an ancestor claimed by many Abenaki 
(Algonquian) tribal members. Not much is known about her early life, but it is in 
Sillery, Quebec, where Outchibahanouk Oueou meets her future husband, Roch 
Manitoueabeouich.10 11

In 1500, the Algonquian12 population is estimated at about 70 000 people in Eastern Canada. By comparing the size of 
the territory they occupied, and their numbers, we can imagine they were scattered across their lands. The Algonquians 
shared a similar or same language, had similar habits, lived a nomadic way of life and had a similar culture—but did not 
form a single, united group. They were divided into several nations.



Algonquian society is 
based on patrilineal 
relationships where 
lineage is established 
through the male line. 
When a couple marries, 
the woman joins her hus-
band’s family and lives 
with them. One could 
say that the man is con-
sidered to be the head of 
the family.

   

Algonquians definition: Algonquian means the language and all tribes which speak a same or similar language. The 
Algonquin, Cree, Ojibwa, Micmac, Naskapi, Abenaki, Maliseet, Atikamekw, Beothuk, Innu, Naskapi and the Montag-
nais are all Algonquian nations who lived in the northern forests of Eastern Canada. A group of clans: Each nation was 
different in its own unique way, each nation was made up of a few bands in groups of 35 to 75 people from two or three 
families. Characteristically, they were nomadic, moving their campsite from place to place in search of food, and living 
in wigwams or tents covered with birch-bark or animal skins. Clothes were made from animal skins and furs. In sum-
mer they traveled using canoes. In winter they used snowshoes and toboggans. They believed in spirits and in the forces 
of nature and the medicine man or shaman, had a prominent place in society. It was believed he had the power to expel 
evil spirits and to influence the powerful forces of nature.

Choosing a chief



Among the Algonquian people, each nation was governed by a chief and council. The chief was chosen because he pos-
sessed either personal qualities such as strength, skill, courage, hunting prowess, and/or wisdom and generosity. Despite 
these many fine qualities and the power he possessed, the chief could not make decisions by himself. Before taking ac-
tion, he had to convince the members of the council that his decision was the right one. When all must be in agreement 
for a decision to be made, there had to be full consensus, and at times long discussions and convincing was required 
before everyone came to an agreement. Consequently, making important decisions could take a very, very long time.

 Jesuit Journal Excerpt: 

“[…] any authority their chief has sits at the tip of his tongue; he is only as powerful as he is eloquent.”13

 

The Algonquians developed modes of transportation that were adapted to their way of life. These modes allowed them 
to move quickly and with ease. Plus, they were light-weight and easily repaired with materials that were readily avail-
able. For example, a canoe made of bark was strong enough to carry two adults, two children and 150 kilos of cargo, but 
light enough to portage when needed. The toboggan, which is a type of sled, allowed the Algonquian people to easily 
transport their belongings on snow during the winter months, and snowshoes facilitated walking in deep snow. 



  

Algonquian Men

Were responsible for trading with other bands and nations. When the Algonquians were at war, the men did the fight-
ing. But their main task was to make sure there was enough food by hunting and fishing for the entire band. Building 
canoes, weapons, and maintaining hunting equipment was an entire summer occupation, provided they stayed long 
enough in one place. They made everything they needed using the materials around them. Tools and weapons (spears, 
knives and needles, for example) were made of wood, stone, bone and bark. The blades they made for their weapons 
were as effective as metal blades but obviously were not as durable as their metal counterparts. When the band moved, 
the men carried almost nothing. Instead, they kept their weapons on hand so as to hunt game they might encounter 
along the way. 

In the winter months when the lakes and rivers were frozen, they moved to settle in the forest, splitting up into small 
bands to avoid overcrowding and hunting in the territories of other bands. It was easier for them to hunt big game like 
moose in the winter because they could follow the animal tracks and the deep snow ensured their prey would move 
slowly. When game was scarce in one place, they moved to another spot where the hunting would be better. Over the 
course of a winter, the Algonquians did not stay more than 15 or 20 days in the same place.

Algonquian Women

All the members of an Algonquian nation were equal. Men and women had their own separate tasks. It was very rare for 
a woman to do a man’s work and vice versa. Women were full members of the tribe and played an indispensable role in 
the band’s life. In general, Algonquian women took care of everything that concerned the camp, including the children.

They built the wigwam dwellings, collected firewood, wild fruit, and berries. They stored and prepared the food. From 
the skins and fur of animals such as beaver, black squirrel, otter, moose, caribou and fox they made clothing. Flesh and 
fat was scraped off, then pieces were sewn together using moose or caribou sinew, which added strength to the seams. 
The clothes were practical, lasted a long time, and kept them warm. When it was very cold, the Algonquians wore a 
“long capot”, a long coat, made of seven or eight beaver pelts. Since women and men’s clothing were similar, it was not 



uncommon for them to swap clothes.

   
A wigwam could be 3 to 6 metres wide and 3 metres high. It was made of large wooden poles which were covered with 
skins and bark. Normally, a wigwam was large enough to house several families. It was very handy for nomads like the 
Algonquians since it was easily and quickly assembled or disassembled and as a light carry, was very transportable as 
well. Only the skins and bark were transported to a new camp: poles were a resource found at the next site. When the 
tribe moved, the women carried the bags so that if the men spotted interesting prey, they could hunt at a moment’s no-
tice. Once a band had chosen the location of its camp, it took the women about an hour to set up the wigwam.

 Life in an Algonquian Village

  



Iroquoian Nations

Roch Manitouabeouich is cited as a “Chief living among the 
Hurons”.

One cannot presume he was therefore a Huron. It was com-
mon practice among the Natives to adopt or exchange persons 
between tribes for various reasons including the forging of 
alliances. From Native perspectives, each had full status in the 
adoptive tribe even being chosen and elected as a Chief to repre-
sent others.

Since *Roch and Oueou’s daughter, Marie-Olivier-Silvestre 
Manitouabeouich, claimed herself numerous times to be 
Algonquin, this has created a contradiction filled by conjectures 
and debates from genealogists and academics alike.

* my Native 10 × great-grandparents



The Iroquois:14 

On or about the year 1500, they had a population of around 100 000 contained in 30 nations. Their society relied upon 
oral traditions as they did not have a written language. Their Iroquois name is easily recognized, but like the names of 
many nations, it was given them by others. The Iroquois call themselves Haudenosaunee meaning “people of the long-
house”. The Algonquin called them the Iroqu (Irinakhoiw) “rattlesnakes”. After the French added the Gallic suffix “-ois” 
to this insult, the name became Iroquois. At war with the Iroquois were the Wendat (called Huron by the French), the 
Algonquin, the Montagnais, and the Etchemin. They all lived in the area of the St. Lawrence River. 

Government: Organized by nation and confederation

Iroquoians include the Hurons, Tobacco and Neutral nations who lived north of Lake Erie and Lake Huron as well as 
the Five Nations or the Iroquois Confederacy including Oneidas, Mohawks, Onondagas, Cayugas and Senecas who lived 
around the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence lowlands. Organization began with representatives from the clan councils, 
(those closest to the daily lives of the people) then representatives from the village councils, then representatives from 
the nation councils and at the top were the confederation councils representing the five Iroquois nations. 

Characteristics of the Iroquoians: 

Longhouse: Some people lived in small villages with only 5 to 15 longhouses, other villages had up to as many as 70 
houses. There could be 25 up to 60 or more people living in a single longhouse. Generally Iroquoian villages were forti-
fied and large. The larger villages were often surrounded by a palisade (high walls) for protection. This was the case in 
the Iroquois village of Hochelaga, by the St. Lawrence River, on the island of Montreal, Quebec.



Canoeing was a convenient means of travel and there was an abundance of wildlife such as beaver, deer, bears, wolves 
and fish in their territory. Agriculture was a staple in their diet. They cultivated fertile land and grew the “deohako” or 
“life supporters” corn (i.e. maize), beans, squash known as “the three sisters”. Sometimes sunflowers were also grown. 
Marrow was a staple.15  Wild blueberries, raspberries, and strawberries grew in abundance as well as a wide variety of 
plants used for even medicinal purposes and entertainment. 

The Iroquoians were sedentary people who lived in permanent communities relocating only for military defensive 
purposes, or when, within fifteen to twenty years, soil lost its fertility in result of continuous farming. They required 
and built strong structures to withstand the elements for decades. The distinctive, communal longhouses of the different 
clans/nations could be over 200’ in length and were built with wooden frames which were then covered with elm bark. 
All the mother’s extended family including parents, brothers, sisters, grandparents, aunts, uncles, and all their children 
lived in one longhouse. Expansion was easy: add more wood and bark—as the need arose to accommodate more family 
members. A longhouse had two doors, one at each end, but no windows. Each family had their own bark-walled separ-
ate space inside the structure. A central aisle, running down the length of the house, had a series of fire pits, each pit was 
shared by two families. Above each fire pit was a smoke hole in the ceiling allowing smoke to escape. On both sides of 
the aisle were beds resembling bunk beds. The top bunk was typically used as a storage shelf, but sometimes children 
would sleep there. 

The Iroquoian religion, (much like the Algonquian beliefs), was based on the worship of a great spirit who had power 
over the lives of all living things. 

Social Structure:

The Iroquois had a matriarchal social structure: family lineage was determined through female lines. Iroquoian women 
owned all property. Once married, a man moved into his wife’s longhouse, and their children became members of her 
clan. All the members of a clan shared a distant ancestor and they viewed themselves as one large extended family who 
helped one another. 



Each clan had two male chiefs: a civil chief, who handled day-to-day affairs, and a war chief. The civil chief was chosen 
by the clan mothers. Ideally, he was able to express himself clearly and was good at getting people to agree on decisions. 
A war chief was a skilled warrior and typically 30 to 40 years old. The chiefs were the clan’s spokespeople in council 
meetings or during encounters with other nations.

Decisions were not imposed, but made as a group. Each clan had their own symbol represented by a bird or animal such 
as the wolf clan, deer clan, heron clan or turtle clan and so on. The Iroquois’ unique political system of unity, along with 
their sense of purpose and their political organization, enabled them to prevail during the first 200 years of colonial his-
tory in both Canada and the United States. 

Iroquoian Men

Relations with other nations, be they friend or foe, were the political responsibility of Iroquoian men. Tasks were divided 
by gender and their work roles complemented one another. In the spring the men fished, hunted and cleared the fields 
for farming. Hunting always involved traveling and leaving the village for periods of time including the annual fall hunt 
resulting in a mid-winter return. War required them to leave the village for various lengths of time and during those 
times, only the women, children and the elderly were left in the village.



Iroquoian Women

In their matrilineal society, children belonged to their mother’s clan, and lived in the longhouse with their mother’s 
family. Typically, the eldest woman was the clan mother and as head of the longhouse she chose or deposed the clan’s 
civil chief representative. Under the supervision of the clan mother, women owned and tended the fields from its sowing 
to harvesting. They gathered plants, herbs, nuts and berries, collected maple sap, prepared the meals, prepared animal 
skins, and made clothing. 

Corn was ground with a wood mortar and pestle for corn bread.  Fish and meat were smoked, boiled, cooked or dried, 
and they stored portions of the harvest along with dried fruit for winter. Many everyday useful items they created and 
maintained such as clay pottery including jars and vases, as well as woven items, baskets and sacks to name a few. 

A woman never did the work of a man and vice versa. All work was equally important and the complementary division 
of labour ensured the survival of the entire group. 

Social: Since the Iroquians lived in a permanent location their communities had greater scope to plan from season to 
season. 



   

When spring arrived it was time for maple syrup.



Iroquoians had diverse social gatherings, events, and team sports including their favourite sport, lacrosse.

Note: By 1608, the Iroquoians had disappeared from the St. Lawrence Valley. Their disappearance and the cause is a topic 
of debate among archaeologists and historians.16 Archaeological investigations suggest that the village of Hochelaga 
(now known as Montreal), mentioned in Jacques Cartier’s 1535 journals, was linked to a group of indigenous sedentary 
farmers who inhabited the St Lawrence Valley between 1200 and 1600 CE.

When Samuel de Champlain traveled to the region in 1603, the village of Hochelaga and its inhabitants had disappeared, 
possibly because of diseases transmitted by the Europeans, wars of conquest initiated by other indigenous groups, or the 
control over trading routes with Europeans.17



Stats Native
Aboriginal people in Canada interacted with Europeans as far back as 1000 CE. The Aboriginal population is estimated 
to have been between 200 00018 and 2 000 000 in the late 15th century.19 Prolonged contact came after Europeans estab-
lished permanent settlements in North America by the 1640s. 

Indigenous people hunted for food only in proportion to their need of it. They did not accumulate skins and furs other 
than for their personal need.20 21 When fur became a commodity for trade in the European marketplace both Natives and 
Europeans rushed to fulfill the demand. In result, Nature’s abundance disappeared along with the opportunity and sim-
plicity for Native traditions to continue as they previously had.22

The Natives had no surnames and it is exceptional that a child would have had the same name as his/her father. A cer-
tain number of Natives had inherited nicknames from the French.23 The first Jesuit Mission Registry in Sillery, Quebec 
cites historical figures from the Amerindian world such as Christmas Negabamat / Tekouerimat, Makheabichigiou, and 
Pigarouich, Tgondatsa, which confirms the role the first missionaries, from 1638 to 1690, played in Native Canadian eth-
nography, toponymy, and linguistics in French society as well as genealogy.24

First Nations viewed and welcomed adoption of their children as an expression of alliance and a commitment to forging 
a close lasting bond between allies. It was also common for adults to be exchanged within tribes and intermarry for 
similar reasons.

Native people bathed regularly and knew the importance of cleanliness. Europeans on the other hand in the 17th cen-
tury were generally averse to immersion bathing.

Close and continual contact between Indigenous people and Europeans inevitably unleashed Pandora’s box. All the 
microscopic parasites of humans that had been collected together from all parts of the known European world were 
brought to the American shores, and new diseases stalked into the interior of the continent, faster than a person could 
walk. Typhoid, diphtheria, colds, influenza, measles, chicken pox, whooping cough, tuberculosis, yellow fever, scarlet 
fever, and other strep infections, gonorrhea, syphilis, and small pox were diseases brought into the New World. Great 
repeated outbreaks of epidemics and pandemics of infectious diseases, all new to Natives—who had no natural immun-
ity—are believed to have destroyed whole communities and depopulated whole regions. The impact on the First Peoples 
proved to be catastrophic. Scholars estimate that, overall, 90% of the Aboriginal population died.25 26 

Native Interaction With Explorers
In May 1534 French explorer, Jacques Cartier, sailed to the New World and established first contact with the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence Aboriginal people and in September he returned to France bringing with him two Iroquois captives. The fol-
lowing spring, in 1535, Cartier returned bringing along the two captives. The two Iroquois served as pilots and guides 
to successfully navigate the St. Lawrence River, arriving at the Iroquois’ home village of Stadacona. They were welcomed 
by the villagers who had paddled out to greet them (see more info: Explorer Jacques Cartier). 



       

The first settlers of what is now Canada relied upon First Nations people for resources and trade to sustain a living. 
Jesuit accounts did portray and label Indigenous people as savages. Historically the term meant “living in the wild” but 
soon evolved into a disrespectful, deprecating and derogatory slur. The Jesuits perceived them to lack (European) reli-
gion, law, government, and letters in comparison with French culture.27 

Early interactions with First Nations and Inuit populations were relatively peaceful.28 The Jesuit Relations of 1639 de-
scribes the Hurons as:

“robust, and all are much taller than the French”.

Tuberculosis (TB) was endemic among the Huron, aggravated by the close and smoky living conditions in the long-
houses.29 Despite this, the Huron on the whole were healthy: the Jesuits wrote that the Huron effectively employed nat-
ural remedies30 and were:

“more healthy than we.”31 “Their only covering is a beaver skin, which they wear upon their shoulders in the form of 
a mantle; shoes and leggings in winter.”32

When Champlain arrived in North America in 1603, France had been absent from the scene for fifty years in result of its 
preoccupation with war and politics on the home front. Almost immediately, the St. Lawrence Algonquians, Montagnais, 
and Hurons recruited Champlain with his small company of French adventurers to assist them in their war against their 



Iroquois enemies located upriver.33 (In later years the raging conflicts between France, England and Native allies came to 
be known as the Beaver Wars.) 

Champlain wrote in his journals that Native people 

“were well-shaped and nicely proportioned. They dress in skins: one part of their bodies is covered and the other part 
is uncovered. But in winter, they take good care of everything as they dress in good furs such as moose, otter, beaver, 
bear, hair seal, doe and deer hides, of which they had many.”

When news of the Europeans (i.e. Champlain’s arrival) reached the Hurons, some decided to embark into their canoes to 
greet the tall ships. 

In 1609, Atironta, the principal headman of the Arendarhonon tribe, went to Quebec and made an alliance with the French. 
Samuel de Champlain also made alliances with the Wendat (called Huron by the French) and with the Algonquin, the 
Montagnais and the Etchemin, who lived in the area of the St. Lawrence River.34 These tribes demanded that Champlain 
help them in their war against the Iroquois, who lived farther south. Champlain set off with nine French soldiers and 300 
natives to explore the Rivière des Iroquois (now known as the Richelieu River), and became the first European to map Lake 
Champlain. From his journals Huronian lifestyles were described:

“Ossossané was the capital town of Huronia, the place where the most important councils were held. It was a village of 
40 cabins. There were five fires to a cabin and 2 families to a fire. The location of this village was changed three times 
during the missionary period, (1615-1649) but the different sites were not far removed from one another. The Huron 



were farmers who typically changed location when land fertility declined.”35

In 1615-16, Champlain over-wintered with Anishinabe people on the shores of what is now called Georgian Bay. He 
spoke admiringly of the hard-working farmers. He recorded that these neutral Natives were a powerful agricultural na-
tion of 4,000 warriors occupying what is now southwestern Ontario.36

       

Here is what Champlain had to say about snowshoes:

“When there is a great deal of snow in the winter, they make a sort of snowshoe, being two or three times larger than 
the ones in France, which they attach to their feet to go through the snow without sinking. Otherwise, they would not 
be able to hunt or go in many places.”

Bartering for goods and services was commonplace. The Europeans generally traded for furs. The Native peoples gave 
furs to Champlain when he promised to lend them military support in their war against the Iroquois.37 



Synopsis
Because Native people were a crucial entity in the fur-trade economy of New France, their traditional way of life was 
changing. Men left their families for days at a time hunting and travelling. And their religious traditions were in flux 
as the Catholic religion questioned their beliefs. French missionaries converted many Hurons to Catholicism, however 
many misunderstandings and conflicts would arise over the years, when missionaries insisted First Nations ought to 
abandon their old ways and beliefs. Since the religious missionaries who resided in North America’s French colonies 
never did manage to bridge the immense cultural gap, achieving only poor results, they devoted themselves to the edu-
cation and support of European colonists.38 

 

In the late 1630s, smallpox killed over half of the Huron, who controlled most of the early fur trade in what became 
Canada. Reduced to fewer than 10,000 people, the Huron were attacked by their traditional Iroquois enemies.39 Between 
1650-1653 the Hurons were raided, wiped out and exterminated as a separate Nation by the Iroquois. Attacks upon the 
Huron towns of Taenhatentaron (St. Ignace) and St. Louis in Michigan, were the final battles that effectively destroyed 
the Huron Confederacy.40 

Some Hurons and missionaries who survived made 
their way to Sillery, Quebec where they had an 
encampment that would later become the first Native 
reservation in Canada. It is where Roch, our 10 x 
great grandfather was identified as being a Chief “liv-
ing among the Hurons”.



The Métis Progeny
The fur trade of New France gave rise to a population of mixed ancestry, issued from marriages between French traders 
and Aboriginal women. These marriages – often contracted “à la façon du pays” or without clerical sanction – served a 
strategic function in the fur trade. They provided a mechanism for incorporating French traders into Aboriginal com-
munities by creating bonds of kinship and mutual obligation across ethnolinguistic lines. Marriage transformed stran-
gers into family members, thus ensuring French traders access to vital resources and furs within their Aboriginal in-
laws’ hunting territories, and at the same time ensured their Native in-laws access to French trading goods. As a result of 
this transformation, commercial exchange was shaped and determined by the exigencies of kinship. Aboriginal women 
played a central role in this process, serving as intermediaries between their French husbands and their birth families. 
These women taught their husbands Native languages, customs, and behavioural standards, while also providing skilled 
services in the bartering and processing of furs. Over time, these women strengthened cross-ethnic ties of kinship 
through their delivery and rearing of mixed-blood progeny.



FRANCE/European Perspectives

The International Law of Colonialism: 
The Doctrine Of Discovery is one of the earliest examples of international law, that is, the accepted legal norms and 
principles that control the conduct of states vis à vis other states. England and France developed another element of 
Discovery: terra nullius, or vacant lands. This element stated that lands which were possessed by no one, or lands which 
were occupied—but not used in a manner European legal systems recognized, were empty and thus, were available for 
European Discovery claims. England, Holland, France, and the United States relied on this element at different times, to 
claim that lands actually occupied and used by Indigenous nations, were legally vacant or terra nullius, and open for ap-
propriation.41

The Doctrine Of Discovery: When European explorers planted flags and religious symbols in the lands of Native 
peoples, they were making legal claims of ownership and domination over the lands, assets, and peoples they had “dis-
covered.” Simply by making a first Discovery, Europeans automatically claimed property and sovereign rights. They 
believed that God had directed them to bring civilization, education, and religion to Natives, and also to exercise pater-
nalistic and guardian powers over them. Non-Christians were deemed not to have the same rights to land, sovereignty, 
and self-determination as Christians.42 

Doctrine of Discovery 1493—Papal Bull Inter Caetera issued by Pope Alexander VI, played a central role in the Spanish 
conquest of the New World. It was specifically developed to control European actions and conflicts regarding explora-
tion, trade, and colonization of non-European countries, and it was used to justify the domination of non-Christian, 
non-European peoples. The doctrine was developed in Europe over many centuries by the Catholic Church, England, 
Spain, Portugal, and France. Europeans rationalized that the Discovery Doctrine was permitted under the authority of 
the Christian God, and the ethnocentric idea that Europeans had the right to claim the lands—as well as the sovereign 
and commercial rights—of Indigenous peoples around the world.43 44

Historic Background Papal Bulls:

In 1245, Pope Innocent IV concluded that it was legal for Christians “to invade a land that infidels possess,” a very in-
fluential aspect in the development of the Discovery Doctrine. 45 46 He also stated that the rights of non-Christians were 
limited by the papacy’s divine mandate.)47 48

From Dum Diversas (1452) : “… through the Apostolic authority by this edict, to invade, conquer, fight, subjugate the Sara-
cens and pagans, and other infidels and other enemies of Christ …”  “…and to lead their persons in perpetual servitude, 
and to apply and appropriate realms duchies, royal palaces, principalities and other dominions, possessions and goods 
of this kind to you and your use and your successors the Kings of Portugal...”

From Romanus Pontifex (1455): “…to invade, search out, capture, vanquish, and subdue all Saracens and pagans what-
soever, and other enemies of Christ wheresoever placed, and the kingdoms, dukedoms, principalities, dominions, pos-
sessions, and all movable and immovable goods whatsoever held and possessed by them and to reduce their persons to 
perpetual slavery, and to apply and appropriate to himself and his successors the kingdoms, dukedoms, counties, princi-
palities, dominions, possessions, and goods, and to convert them to his and their use and profit…”



From Inter Caetera (1456): “…we make, appoint, and depute you and your said heirs and successors lords of them* with 
full and free power, authority, and jurisdiction of every kind...”

* ”… forever, together with all their dominions, cities, camps, places, and villages, and all rights, jurisdictions, and appur-
tenances, all islands and mainlands found and to be found, discovered and to be discovered towards the west and south, 
by drawing and establishing a line from the Arctic pole, namely the north, to the Antarctic pole, namely the south, no 
matter whether the said mainlands and islands are found and to be found in the direction of India or towards any other 
quarter...”

Exploration
Finding a new route to Asia: From the 8th century until the 15th century, the Republic of Venice and neighboring mari-
time republics held the monopoly of European trade with the Middle East. The silk and spice trade, involving spices, 
incense, herbs, drugs and opium, made these Mediterranean city-states phenomenally rich. Spices were among the 
most expensive and in-demand products of the Middle Ages, as they were used in medieval medicine, religious rit-
uals, cosmetics, perfumery, as well as food additives and preservatives, all imported from Asia and Africa.49 50  Venetian 
merchants distributed the goods throughout Europe until the rise of the Ottoman Empire. That rise led to the 1453 fall 
of Constantinople and Europeans found themselves barred from the necessary land-sea trading routes.51 As well, Euro-
peans had a constant deficit in silver and gold and were ever seeking to find new sources to replenish their supplies.

Beginning in the late fifteenth century, explorers, conquerors, missionaries, merchants, and adventurers sought to claim 
new lands to colonize. It was only a matter of time before imperial rivals Spain, England, France, and the Netherlands 
butted heads over land possession and trade routes. As European nations squabbled and settled lands, much was to be 
lost on the side of the indigenous Americas. Land grabs, settlements, trade, and exploration led to the growth of New 
World imperialism and the economic system of mercantilism. Ultimately, Native populations shifted and decreased from 
the time of settlement onward.52

All of the European explorers jealously preserved the observations they noted during their journeys. As a result, their 
discoveries would long be presented as an imaginary world, either through real ignorance or the desire to keep discov-
eries a secret and to ultimately sustain an ongoing hope of finding even greater riches. Europeans would long hesitate to 
admit that they had not encountered Chinese people or Indians from India. Through continual contact, the French and 
Native Americans quickly established trade relations, each securing from the other the commodities and services they 
could not find by other means. These preconditions greatly facilitated the founding of colonial settlements.53

Fur Trade Monopolies

Olivier Le Tardif and other family members worked directly for or were 
indirectly hired under contract to work in New France for various com-
panies, who held the fur trade monopoly of the day, including the 100 
Associates Company who in 1627 were granted the monopoly.



Tenure of a monopoly required that a company commit itself to promoting French settlement in North America and fur-
ther, to sponsor Roman Catholic missionary activity among Native peoples. It was under these terms that merchant com-
panies established the first permanent French settlements along the St. Lawrence River—Tadoussac in 1600, Port-Royal in 
1604, Québec in 1608, and Trois-Rivières in 1634.

Henry IV financed several expeditions of Pierre Du Gua, Sieur de Monts and Samuel de Champlain to North America, 
which saw France lay claim to Canada.54 In 1603, efforts were made under the terms of a trading monopoly, granting ex-
clusive rights to Pierre Du Gua de Monts as Lieutenant General for Acadia, to colonize lands in North America between 
40°–60° North latitude. Port Royal (Nova Scotia) was established in 1604. In these territories of New France, the King also 
granted de Monts a monopoly in the fur trade.55 In return, Pierre Du Gua de Monts promised to bring 60 new colonists 
each year. Though he lost his monopoly in 160756 he did send Champlain to open a colony at Quebec in 1608, thus de 
Monts played a major role in the foundation of the first permanent French colony in Quebec.57

Later, the French Crown granted the monopoly rights to a succession of merchant companies. From 1613 to 1620 the Com-
pagnie des Marchands operated in New France. They lost their rights in 1621 when rights were granted to the Compagnie de 
Montmorency. In France Cardinal Richelieu withdrew the monopoly in 1627. 

As part of a plan to develop trade, Cardinal Richelieu in France established in its place the Compagnie de la Nouvelle Fran-
ce.58 Capitalized with 3,000 French livres from each of one hundred investors, led to its being known as the Compagnie des 
Cent-Associés or One Hundred Associates Company. 

The 100 Associates Company lost 90% of its initial investment with the loss of its fleet and its goods in 1628 as a result of 
war with England when the Kirke brothers captured Quebec.59 By 1631, the Company needed new investors and so they 



allocated portions of its trading monopoly to new subsidiary companies.

The fur trade was the economic engine of New France; it underwrote exploration, evangelization, and settlement in-
itiatives, while providing income for habitant households and generating private fortunes for officials, merchants, and 
investors. Additionally, the fur trade shaped patterns of mobility and settlement in New France through its requirements 
of an itinerant labour force and inland trading posts. Some of these posts—like those at Quebec—became the nuclei of 
permanent population centers. Most critically, the fur trade drew the French into close and constant proximity to Ab-
original peoples. Lacking sufficient manpower and resources to conduct the trade alone, the French depended on Na-
tive  peoples for their services as guides and intermediaries, and in the harvesting, processing, and transportation of 
furs. Securing these services required the French to forge alliances with several First Nations, including the Montagnais, 
the Algonquins, and the Hurons who had developed a sophisticated and dynamic system of trade. They conducted this 
trade through networks that crisscrossed North America from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and from the Gulf of Mexico 
to the Arctic. (Archaeologists have unearthed European silverware, brass ornaments, and Delft pottery dating from the 
mid-sixteenth century in the homeland of the Seneca people, south of Lake Ontario and hundreds of kilometres west of 
the Atlantic Ocean.)60

During the 1650s, discontentment by Quebec settlers over the Company’s total control of the fur trade worsened. And 
war with the Iroquois severely hampered the fur trade and also threatened the ongoing colonization. The Company of 
One Hundred Associates surrendered its charter in 1663, unable to deal with these numerous and continuing difficul-
ties.61 

Yet the French were not the only Europeans to be drawn permanently to North America by the lure of furs. Dutch 
merchant companies were establishing year-round settlements along the Hudson River during the same period, first 
at present-day Albany in 1614, and then downstream on Manhattan Island in 1625-26. Locations of these settlements 
reflected the commercial interests of their French and Dutch founders. Each settlement was situated at the outlet of a pre-
existing trade network that stretched deep into the fur-rich interior of the continent.62
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Explorers

Jacques Cartier

  

Jacques Cartier’s trips were financed by the French monarch, King Francis, who sought a new route to the riches of Asia. 

On the 20th of April 1534, Jacques Cartier set sail from France, arriving 20 days later at the New World and initially ex-
plored Newfoundland and what is now known as the Atlantic provinces. Then he established first contact with the Gulf 
of St. Lawrence Aboriginal people.63 On July 24, 1534 on the shores of Gaspé Bay with a party of St. Lawrence Iroquoians, 
he planted a 10-meter cross bearing the words “Long Live the King of France” and took possession of the territory in the 
name of the king.64 

     



Jacques Cartier meets Chief Donnacona

Cartier returned to France September 5, 1534 certain that he had reached an Asian land. As evidence of the New World 
overseas, he brought two Iroquois captives, Domagaya and Taignoagny, who were the two sons of Chief Donnacona.65 
(The forcible transportation of people from their places of origin to far-away places may have been a characteristic aspect  
of European discovery and expansion.66 67)

Apart from producing evidence and exotic curiosities for impressing and amusing European officials and investors, 
kidnapping Natives fulfilled another goal: the bridging of the language chasm between native North Americans and 
Europeans. On board sailing vessels and in the capitals of Europe, each party had the opportunity to exchange valuable 
information about their societies and an opportunity to bridge the chasm of communication by learning each other’s lan-
guage. Europeans hoped Natives would become useful guides and intermediaries in the further explorations of finding 
a route to Asia via America. In 1534 Paris, France, had a population of about 230,000.68 

The Iroquoians, Domagaya and Taignoagny, would have been unfamiliar with the sounds of neighing horses, hooves 
and carriages on cobblestone streets, the hustle and bustle of all the city’s activities and add to that being surrounded 
by all the massive architecture in France at that time. The adventure would likely have been overwhelming when they 



found themselves in the opulence of King Francois I’s court, at the height of the Renaissance, amidst Dukes and Duch-
esses, artists and scholars. Relative to life in their comparatively small village, it likely would have seemed quite alien. 
The pictures below are but a small sampling of Paris at that time. 

    
Paris City Hall around 1540  &  Notre-Dame Paris   

  

Palais de la Cité

Queen of Paris

King François I, through the Iroquoians’ stories, became convinced it was worthwhile to send Cartier back on another 



expedition to “Canada”. Cartier mistakenly thought it was the word for the name of the village itself and had added that 
name to his map. The word Canada actually meant village.

Jacques Cartier set sail for a second voyage to New France on May 19, 1535, with three ships, 110 men, and brought his 
two Iroquoian captives to return them home. Upon reaching the St. Lawrence River, Cartier sailed upriver for the first 
time. The two Iroquoian brothers served as pilots and guides navigating to their home village of Stadacona (Quebec) 
where Chief Donnacona ruled. One large island he named “Isle de Bacchus” (today: Île d’Orléans), that appeared particu-
larly fertile, since it presented “a very goodly land and level […] full of woods, without having any tillage”. 

Near Stadacona, Donnacona and others came out to the ships. He embraced his sons and joyously welcomed their re-
turn. 

They reached the Iroquoian capital, where 500 people were gathered at Stadacona alone, near the Sainte-Croix River (to-
day Saint-Charles River), and Cartier observed the presence of many Native encampments there.

Cartier anchored his main ships in a harbour close to Stadacona. Unwittingly, he offended the Stadaconans by establish-



ing a base there without their permission, while he traveled upriver using his smallest ship to continue on to Hochelaga 
(now Montreal), arriving on October 2, 1535.69  As a result of their captivity, the two sons, Dom Agaya and Taigonagny, 
could speak French. Cartier suspected treachery in the translated conversations imparted from the two sons, between 
himself, their father Donnacona, and other Natives. Dissatisfaction surfaced on both sides. He himself lost all trust in 
his interlocutors accusing them of dissembling, deceit and imparted offence upon offence, resulting in a deterioration of 
Cartier’s relationship with the Stadaconans.70

Hochelaga

Cartier was greeted well by a crowd of Iroquians, and the mountain nearby he named Mount Royal.71 The village of Ho-
chelaga was round in shape and counted about 50 houses. These measured approximately 15 meters in length by 3.5 to 
4.5 meters in width; they were made of wood and were covered with large slabs of bark sown together. 

The village was surrounded by a palisade made up of three rows of wooden stakes that were driven into the ground. 
These rows were 15 meters high and were intertwined using sections of bark and large trees. Cartier also noted the pres-
ence of galleries above the single village entrance, and along the fortification, where pebbles and rocks were stacked for 
use as an active defence against invaders. There was a central congregating place, where Cartier spent most of his time 
during his few hours visiting Hochelaga.72

Wintering at Stadacona: Cartier and his men prepared for winter, strengthened their fort, stacked firewood, and salted 
down game and fish. From mid-November 1535 to mid-April 1536, the French fleet lay frozen solid at the mouth of the St. 
Charles River. To add to the long winter misery, sickness broke out—first among the Iroquoians, their dead were estimat-
ed at 50. And then scurvy developed among the French.  In his journal, Cartier states that by mid-February, “out of 110 
that we were, not ten were well enough to help the others, a pitiful thing to see”. On a visit to the French fort by Domaga-
ya, a chief from the Stadacona village, Cartier inquired and learned from him that a concoction made from a tree known 
as annedda (probably arbor vitae also known as white cedar) would cure scurvy. This remedy likely saved the expedition 
from destruction, allowing 85 Frenchmen who used up the bark of an entire tree in a week on the cure to survive the 
winter. The Frenchmen and the dramatic results prompted Cartier to proclaim it a Godsend, and a miracle.73 74 75



After the harsh 1535 winter, on the 6th of May, Cartier’s ships set sail for France having a reduced crew of 25 in conse-
quence of the crew deceased from scurvy, and ten Native captives, including Iroquois Chief Donaconna and his two 
sons. Cartier assured everyone (“and spoke thus to set their minds at rest”) that they would come back in 12 moons, 
laden with gifts, after describing to the King the marvels of the Saguenay. The captives were brought so they would per-
sonally tell the tale of a country further north, called the “Kingdom of Saguenay” said to be full of gold, rubies and other 
treasures. After an arduous trip down the St. Lawrence and a three-week Atlantic crossing, Cartier and his men arrived 
in Saint-Malo, France on July 15th, 1536, concluding the second, 14-month voyage, which was to be Cartier’s most informa-
tive.76 

Third Voyage: It was five years later on May 23, 1541, when Cartier and his cohort Jean-François de La Rocque de Rober-
val departed Saint-Malo, France on his third voyage with 5 ships and 500 colonists. This time, any thought of finding a 
passage to the Orient was forgotten. The goals were now to find the “Kingdom of Saguenay” and its riches, and to estab-
lish a permanent settlement along the St. Lawrence River.77 Despite previous unpromising beginnings, when Cartier re-
turned to Stadacona in 1541 he and his companions were at first welcomed. He had returned without the Natives whom 
he had captured five years earlier. He announced to Agona, the now Chief of Stadaconna [an imminent power struggle 
had been brewing] that Donnacona had died in France, that the others were living in France as great lords, that they 
were married and had not wished to come back: all of which, naturally did not cause Chief Agona any grief. (In truth 9 
of the 10 Natives died and one girl’s fate was unknown.)78

“Charlesbourg-Royal”: To establish the first colony, Cartier decided to settle on the site of present-day Cap-Rouge, Que-
bec, located 16 km southwest of what is now an amalgamated Quebec City on the North Shore of the St Lawrence River. 
It derives its name from the red shale that makes up the surrounding cliffs and the cape that juts out into the St Law-
rence. Cartier named the settlement “Charlesbourg-Royal”. An additional fort was also built on the cliff overlooking the 
settlement, for added protection.

According to recent archaeological investigations the site covered nearly 60,000 square metres. It had to house from 450 



to 500 colonists: the 350 who accompanied Cartier and the other 150 whom Roberval was obliged to bring. Its defensive 
style of construction is explained by the Spanish threat of attack when in 1541, they attacked Cartier’s ships, and there 
was a further Native threat including a Stadaconan raid which had caused 35 deaths.79

“The convicts and other colonists were landed, the cattle that had survived three months aboard ship were turned loose. 
Earth was broken for a kitchen garden, and seeds of cabbage, turnip, and lettuce were planted.”– Cartier’s Journal

The men then began collecting what they believed to be diamonds and gold, but which upon return to France were dis-
covered to be merely quartz crystals and iron pyrites, respectively—which gave rise to a French expression: “faux comme 
les diamants du Canada” (“As false as Canadian diamonds”). Two of the ships had previously departed September 2nd, 1541 
on their journey home with some of these minerals.80 

   

In June 1542, Cartier decided to return to France with the colonists. During their first winter at Charlesbourg-Royal 35 
men lost their lives, the winter had been as harsh as the one of 1535–1536. He encountered Roberval and his ships along 
the Newfoundland coast, at about the time Roberval marooned the ship Marguerite de La Rocque. Despite Roberval’s in-
sistence that Cartier accompany him back to Saguenay, Cartier slipped off under the cover of darkness and continued on 
to France, still convinced his vessels contained a wealth of gold and diamonds. He arrived in France by October, in what 
proved to be his last voyage.81 

Meanwhile, Roberval took command at Fort Charlesbourg Royal but it was abandoned by the summer of 1543 due to the 
harsh weather, scurvy, and attacks from neighbouring Iroquoians of Stadacona and other villagers.82

Archaeology: August 18, 2006 Canadian archaeologists discovered the precise location of Cartier’s lost first colony of 
Charlesbourg-Royal.83 The colony was built where the Cap Rouge river runs into the St. Lawrence River and is based 
on the discovery of burnt wooden timber remains that have been dated to the mid-16th century, and a fragment of a 
decorative Istoriato plate manufactured in Faenza, Italy, between 1540 and 1550, that could only have belonged to a 
member of the French aristocracy in the colony. Most probably this was the Sieur de Roberval, who replaced Cartier 
as the leader of the settlement. Its rediscovery has been hailed by archaeologists as the most important find in Canada 
since the L’Anse aux Meadows, 11th century Norse buildings in Newfoundland. 84



Cartier Legacy:

In about 1543 he charted on a map, known as Dauphin Map of Canada,  the St. Lawrence River noting his discoveries. 
Cartier’s professional abilities can easily be ascertained. Considering that Cartier made three voyages of exploration in 
dangerous and hitherto unknown waters without losing a ship, and that he entered and departed some 50 undiscovered 
harbors without serious mishap, he may be considered one of the most conscientious explorers of the period. Cartier was 
also one of the first to formally acknowledge that the New World was a separate land mass from Europe/Asia. Having 
already located the entrance to the St. Lawrence on his first voyage, he had opened up for others the largest waterway for 
European penetration of North America. He produced an intelligent estimate of the resources of Canada, both natural 
and human, albeit with a considerable exaggeration of its mineral wealth. While some of Cartier’s actions toward the St. 
Lawrence Iroquoians were dishonourable, he at times attempted to establish friendship with the Native people living 
along the St. Lawrence River.

He was the first to document the name Canada, designating it as the territory on the shores of the St-Lawrence River. 
The name is derived from the Huron-Iroquois word “kanata” defined as a village, but was incorrectly interpreted as the 
native term for the newly discovered land.85 Cartier used the name to describe Stadacona, the surrounding land and the 
river itself. And Cartier named “Canadiens” the inhabitants (Iroquoians) he had seen there. Thereafter the name Canada 
was used to designate the small French colony on these shores, and the French colonists were called Canadiens, until the 
mid-nineteenth century, when the name started being applied to the loyalist colonies on the Great Lakes and later to all 
of British North America. Its Eastern parts had previously been visited by the Norse, as well as Basque, Galician and Bre-
ton fishermen, and perhaps the Corte-Real brothers and John Cabot. Cartier’s particular contribution to the discovery of 
Canada is that of being the first European to penetrate the continent, and more precisely the interior eastern region along 
the St. Lawrence River. His explorations consolidated France’s territorial claim that would later be colonized as New 
France. His third voyage produced the first documented European attempt at settling North America since that of Lucas 
Vázquez de Ayllón in 1526–27.

Pierre de Chauvin De Tonnetuit 
In 1599 Chauvin sought and gained from Henri IV a ten-year monopoly for the fur trade in New France. (In 1602 the 
monopoly was revised to include other merchants). Both de Monts and Champlain sailed with him. 



Chauvin with his four ships embarked from Honfleur, 
France in the early spring of 1600, with Francois Gravé as 
partner and lieutenant, with Pierre Du Gua de Monts as a 
passenger, along with the intended colonists. At Tadoussac 
a house was built. The colonists were settled. Then the mon-
opolists devoted their energies to the fur trade until the 
autumn. The ship sailed for France with a cargo of beaver 
and other furs. At Tadoussac, of the 16 men left to face the 
unknown northern winter; only 5 survived and these owed 
their lives to Native hospitality. 

  

Doubtless, the remnant of Chauvin’s 5 colonists returned to France in the autumn, and no others were set ashore to 
repeat the suffering.86 (A replica of Tadoussac was built on what is thought to be the original site which today serves as a 
museum.)87 

Tadoussac remained the only seaport on the river for 30 years. It was the oldest established, continuously inhabited, 
European and French settlement in the Americas, located at the mouth of the Saguenay River. Later, colonists from the 
Tadoussac area were involved in whaling from 1632 until at least the end of the century.88 In 1615, the Mission of L’Exalta-L’Exalta-
tion-de-la-Sainte-Croix-de-Tadoussac, named in memory of a cross planted by Jean de Quen, was founded by the Récol-, named in memory of a cross planted by Jean de Quen, was founded by the Récol-
lets who sang the first Mass there two years later. 

1600s: Pierre Du Gua, Sieur de Monts 
On November 8, 1603, Henri IV appointed Pierre Du Gua de Monts, a nobleman and Protestant merchant, as Lieutenant-
General “of the coasts, lands and confines of Acadia, Canada and other places in New France.” For ten years, de Monts 
was to settle 60 colonists per year and evangelize the inhabitants in return for the monopoly on the fur trade.

An expedition to New France in the spring 1604, was led by de Monts. His lieutenant was Samuel de Champlain. This 
trip, once again an exploratory journey without women and children, lasted several years and focused on areas south of 
the St. Lawrence River, in what later became known as Acadia.

On a later expedition they landed at Acadia with ships laden with materials for settling 80 colonists with goods enough 
to establish trade. As captain of a ship, Champlain sailed on to explore the Atlantic coast while others established the col-
ony. The colonists settled on Île Sainte-Croix, located on the river of the same name about six kilometres from its mouth 
on the Bay of Fundy. (Today, the river forms the boundary between New-Brunswick and the State of Maine, USA.) 

They built the settlement with the materials brought from France in the spring of 1604. (Archaeological investigations 
indicate that the buildings were arranged in a fashion similar to that employed by Cartier and Roberval at Cap-Rouge.) 
The harsh winter at Sainte-Croix was particularly difficult. The first snow fell on the 6th of October, 1604, and we are told 
through Champlain’s journals, it still lay three to four feet deep at the end of April. Even worse, ice floes in the river were 



so thick that it became dangerous—and sometimes impossible—to cross the river. The island was proving to be a prison. 
With supplies of fresh food exhausted, locked into their island prison, the resources of the continent inaccessible, short-
ages of fresh water, fresh food, and firewood depleted, 36 of the 80 colonists died of either scurvy or other diseases, prior 
to the arrival of new supplies on June 15, 1605.89 90 

Seeking a more welcoming place for the colony, de Monts and Champlain resumed exploring further south, as far as 
Cape Cod. They came upon lands inhabited by more sedentary First Nations, who grew corn and were less attracted to 
hunting fur-bearing animals than their neighbours in Acadia. Having already experienced the capture of some of their 
members by Europeans, these Native people were not prepared to welcome the newcomers and in fact were openly hos-
tile.

Before returning to France, de Monts transported the survivors of the expedition who preferred to stay to a more shel-
tered place across the bay, in the Baie Française (Bay of Fundy). Port-Royal in 1604 was built to establish the colony. 

It was believed at the time that “land sickness” (now known as scurvy) was caused by idleness. Champlain organized 
the Order Of Good Cheer which included feast, festivities and entertainment. The feasting, in keeping with the Order, 
occurred weekly and continued throughout the winter until the end of March, only to recommence annually in the fall.91 
Up until 1607, Champlain used Port Royal as his base while exploring the Atlantic coast.92 Since the post at Port-Royal 
was not profitable enough for investors, the French turned to the interior of the continent to found New France.93

Port Royal and the Order Of Good Cheer:

       



A typical 1600 
French sailing 

ship.

  



Port-Royal, New France (Acadia) Louis-Gaston Hébert in 1606 accompanied 
his cousin, Pierre Du Gua, Sieur de Monts, on the expedition. They both returned to 
France in 1607, because the trade concession granted to the de Monts had expired.94 

On April 11th, 1617, Louis-Gaston Hébert and his wife Marie (Rollet) and their  chil-
dren departed Honfleur, France aboard the Saint-Étienne (captained by Normand 
Morin) and arrived in Quebec on 15 July. Widowed Marie Rollet will later marry 
Guillaume Hubou, on the 16th of May, 1629 and will privately tutor my 9 x great 
grandmother, Marie Olivier Sylvestre Manitouabeouich. 

(I am a cousin 9 times removed of Marie-Helene Desportes (Langlois) who married 
Guillaume Hébert on the 1st of October, 1634; son of Louis Hébert & Marie Rollet) 

Louis-Gaston Hébert was born in Paris in 1575, the son of Jacqueline Pajot and 
Nicolas Hébert, an apothecary with a practice in Paris, France. In the tradition of the 
day, Louis followed in his father’s profession. Louis was trained in medical arts and sci-
ence and specialized in pharmacology. In 1602, Louis Hebert married Marie Rollet, the 
niece of  Jaqueline Pajot, who had, in 1590, married Jean de Biencourt de Poutrincourt, 
lieutenant-governor of Acadia, a likely explanation for Louis Hebert’s interest in 
Acadia.95

In the next 10 years, only five other French families were to follow the Hébert family on a similar voyage to New France. 

Samuel de Champlain

Highlights of Champlain’s Voyages to America & New France

Samuel de Champlain: Occupation: navigator; cartographer; soldier; explorer; administrator; chronicler; explorer of New 
France; founder of Quebec City, Canada, and is also described as the “Father of New France”. He served as Commander 
of New France from 1629 to 1635.96

The name “Samuel,” taken from the Old Testament, suggests the possibility that Champlain was born into a Protestant 
family during a period when France was torn by endless conflicts over religion. However, by the time he undertook his 
voyages of discovery and exploration to Canada, he had definitely converted to Catholicism. The marriage contract be-
tween Samuel de Champlain and Hélène Boullé, dated 1610, shows that he was the son of the then-deceased sea captain, 
Anthoine de Champlain, and Marguerite Le Roy.

Champlain made more than twenty-five round-trip crossings of the Atlantic in his lifetime without losing a single ship.97 
No authentic portrait of Champlain is known to exist, he has typically been portrayed as follows:98 



    

1603 Champlain’s first trip to North America arrival at Tadoussac on March 15, 1603 as an observer on a fur-trading 
expedition led by François Gravé Du Pont, who mentored and educated Champlain about navigation in North America, 
including the Saint Lawrence River. He shared his knowledge of Native perspectives in the Saint-Lawrence valley and 
later on, those in Acadia.99 Champlain says in his journal written aboard the Bonne-Renommée (the Good Fame) in winter 
“the cold is so great … that if there is an ounce of cold forty leagues up the river, there will be a pound of it here.” 

Upon returning to France, in September of 1603, he published Des Sauvages: ou voyage de Samuel Champlain, de Brouages, 
faite en la France nouvelle l’an 1603 (“Concerning the Savages: or travels of Samuel Champlain of Brouages, made in New 
France in the year 1603”).99 Champlain was anxious to see for himself all of the places that Jacques Cartier, some sixty 
years earlier, had seen and described, and if possible, explore even further. Champlain sought to establish partnerships 
with the First Nations he encountered. The alliances he contracted and the knowledge he gathered would later form the 
foundations of France’s presence in North America.100

On July 3, 1608, a fleet of three ships carrying settlers, departed for New France. The lead ship, Don-de-Dieu (the Gift of 
God) was commanded by Champlain. He sailed up the St. Lawrence River in the company of 26 recruits—lumberjacks, 
carpenters, and laborers. At the behest of Pierre Du Gua de Monts, who held a monopoly over the fur trade, Champlain 
had come to establish a trading post. When he arrived, he could find no trace of Stadacona. Its Iroquois population had 
abandoned the St. Lawrence Valley for reasons that remain a mystery to this day. Only the nomadic Algonquians and 
Montagnais ventured there to barter and fish for eels. Champlain landed at the “point of Quebec”. The word “Kebec” is 
an Algonquin word meaning “where the river narrows.”101

He set about fortifying the area by the erection of three main wooden buildings, each two stories tall, that he collectively 
called the “Habitation”, built to house 28 people.102 It had a wooden stockade with a 12 feet (4 m) wide moat perimeter. It 



was built in a matter of days—presumably the structure had been pre-cut,  requiring only assembly on site.103 

 

  
This was the very beginning of what was to become Quebec City. L’Habitation was the only completely garrison-walled 
city north of Mexico: it served as a home, a fort, and a store. It soon became a meeting place where various Amerindians/



Natives, including Huron and Algonquians, came to barter their furs for European goods.104 (Previously Jacques Cartier’s 
original settlement on this site was near the Stadacona Iroquois village established in 1535 but abandoned in 1536. He 
returned in 1541 but abandoned the site again.105 )

Champlain lived in the wooden Fort Saint Louis, up the hill and near the only two houses built by the two settler families 
of Louis Hébert and his spouse Marie Rollet, and their son-in-law Guillaume Couillard.106 (Its location was situated south 
from the present-day Château Frontenac Hotel). Pictured below L’Habitation in winter and a model of Fort Saint Louis.

    

From the summer of 1609 until 1613 Champlain attempted to form better relations with the local native tribes. He made 
alliances with the Wendat (called Huron by the French) and with the Algonquin, the Montagnais and the Etchemin, who 
lived in the area of the St. Lawrence River.

These tribes appealed to Champlain to help them in their war against the mighty Iroquois, who lived farther south. With 
nine French soldiers and 300 natives Champlain set off from Quebec City to explore the Rivière des Iroquois (now known 
as the Richelieu River).  

During their explorations they had no encounters with the Iroquois. At this point many of the men headed back, leaving 
Champlain with only 2 Frenchmen and 60 Natives. 



Champlain explored the Richelieu River and was the first European to map Lake Champlain (photo from a drawing by 
J.D. Kelly in the Cateau de Ramezay Montreal).

     

On July 29, 1609 Champlain and 
his party encountered a group of 
Iroquois and a battle began the 
next day. Two hundred Iroquois 
advanced on his position. 

According to Champlain’s ac-
counting of the battle, one of his 
Native guides pointed out the 
three Iroquois chiefs. Having fired 
his arquebus, Champlain killed 
two of them with a single shot, 
after which one of his men killed 
the third. The Iroquois turned and 
fled. The confrontation set the tone 
for poor French-Iroquois relations 
for the rest of the century.

The Battle of Sorel occurred on June 19, 1610, with Samuel de Champlain supported by the Kingdom of France and his 



allies, the Hurons (Wyandat) people, Algonquin people and Innu people against the Mohawk people in New France at 
present-day Sorel-Tracy, Quebec. The forces of Champlain armed with the arquebus engaged and killed or captured 
nearly all of the Mohawks. The battle ended major hostilities with the Mohawks for twenty years.107

Returning back to France in September 1610, Champlain brought (and returned in 1611) Savignon, a Huron Native, to 
educate him in the culture of the French, as requested by Huron Chief Iroquet & Algonquin Chief Outchetaguin.108 109

On December 27, 1610 Champlain entered into a marriage contract signed with twelve-year-old Hélène Boullé, born 1598 
in Paris, France, daughter of Marguerite Alix and Nicolas Boullé a man charged with carrying out royal decisions at 
court. The couple married December 30, 1610: they remained childless during their union.110 Their wedding had taken 
place two days after Champlain’s 40th birthday. He was a commoner: she was gentry. The marriage contract required a 
lapse of two years before cohabitation. (At the time in France, it was believed that a male was an adult by the age of ten, 
and a female, eleven which was also the legal age for matrimony.) Her dowry provided 6000 livres to the Kebec treasury, 
along with an income of 1800 livres per year for her upkeep. She remained in France until 1620 when she embarked on 
her first voyage to L’Habitation, New France.

1613 Champlain proclaims his new royal commission to: “search for a free passage by which to reach the country called 
China”111 and sets out on May 27th to continue his exploration of the Huron country in hope of finding the “northern sea” 
that he had heard about (likely Hudson Bay). He traveled the Ottawa River, and later wrote the first description of this 
area. It was in June that he met with Tessouat, the Algonquin chief of Allumettes Island, and offered to build the tribe a 
fort if they moved from the area they occupied, with its poor soil, to the locality of the Lachine Rapids.112 

 

By August 26, 1613, Champlain was back in Saint-Malo, France. He wrote an account of his life from 1604 to 1612 and his 
journey up the Ottawa river, his Voyages113 and published another map of New France. In 1614 he formed the “Compagnie 
des Marchands de Rouen et de Saint-Malo” and the “Compagnie de Champlain”, which bound the Rouen and Saint-Malo mer-
chants for eleven years.



1615 Champlain returned to New France in the spring of 1615 with four Recollect missionaries in order to further reli-
gious life in the new colony. (The Roman Catholic Church was eventually given a seigneury, having large and valuable 
tracts of land estimated at nearly 30% of all the lands granted by the French Crown in New France.114)

Champlain was escorted by a group of Hurons through the area that is now Peterborough, Ontario. On September 1st, at 
Cahiagué (a Huron community on what is now called Lake Simcoe), he and the northern tribes started a military exped-
ition against the Iroquois. The party passed Lake Ontario at its eastern tip where they hid their canoes and continued 
their journey by land. They followed the Oneida River until they arrived at the main Onondaga fort on October 10th, 1615. 
The exact location of this place is still a matter of debate. Champlain attacked the stockaded Oneida Indian village. He 
was accompanied by 10 Frenchmen and 300 Huron Indians. Champlain was wounded twice in the leg by arrows, and in 
one knee. The conflict ended on October 16th when the French and Huron were forced to flee. Champlain spent the win-
ter with the Hurons at Huronia. This quote (mentioned in a previous section) adds value to the pictures below:

“This nation is very numerous and the greater part are great warriors, hunters, and fishermen. They have several 
chiefs who take command, each in his own district. The majority of them plant Indian corn and other crops. There are 
hunters who go in bands into various regions and districts where they trade with other tribes distant more than four 
or five hundred leagues. They are the cleanest native people in their household affairs that I have seen and the most 
industrious in making mates. The women cover themselves, but the men are uncovered, having nothing on but a fur 
robe like a cloak, which they usually lay aside, especially in summer.”

   

The shores and waterways in the south of Georgian Bay are the traditional domain of the Huron. The bay was thus a ma-
jor Algonquian-Huron trade route. Samuel de Champlain, the first European to explore and map the area in 1615–1616, 
called it “La Mer douce” (i.e. the calm sea, and also a reference to the bay’s freshwater).115

(This area was known as the Upper Country (i.e. the Great Lakes region and south to the Ohio Valley). Its main economic 
appeal was the fur trade. Some 2,000 Frenchmen lived in this vast fur trade region. They became known as coureurs de 
bois and voyageurs, some spending years in the Upper Country with their Native wives (“country marriages”) and from 



their union, children were subsequently categorized as Métis. These men were a very different people from those in the 
St. Lawrence River Valley. Nevertheless, these official “single” men gave visibility to France’s presence west of the colony. 
The officials in the St. Lawrence River Valley began encouraging marriage with the natives, viewing it akin to a Native 
population assimilating in absence of massive immigration from France. But instead of assimilation, French-Native mar-
riages created a new people, the Métis, who founded their own communities along the shores of the Great Lakes. Most of 
the Metis did end up speaking French, with a combination of many Amerindian words pointing to their mixed roots. In 
addition, they had kept much of their Native cultures and lifestyles.117)

Samuel de Champlain spent 1615 and 1616 in the Upper Country to promote the fur trade and help set up missions 
among the Natives. Until the early 18th century, there were no French women, families, or settlements in the Upper 
Country—just missionaries, fur traders, and militiamen, who spread the French language among the Natives. It was 
mainly the missionaries who tried to get the natives to speak French by converting them to Christianity, and unknow-
ingly, carrying and spreading European diseases in the process. Eventually, the Hurons came to understand that, con-
trary to what the missionaries would have them believe, disease was not God’s way of punishing them for their impiety, 
but that the missionaries themselves were the main cause of the curse of disease weighing upon them.116

On May 22, 1616, Champlain left Huronia country and returned to Quebec before heading back to France on July 2, 1616. 
Having the king’s support, Champlain embarked on the 24th of May 1618 with his 18 year old brother-in-law Eustache 
Boullé, and arrived in Tadoussac, Quebec on the 24th of June.118  Exploration continued. 

In 1619, Henri De Montmorency II and Samuel de Champlain, who was again in France, were recruiting workers for 
New France, and preference was given to young men with families.  At the time, many French people were becoming 
disillusioned with the way things were at home in the aftermath of the costly Religious Wars. Unemployment was high 
and the cost of living even higher. 

In 1619 Pierre Desportes, a Director in the Company des 
Marchands, announced that he would be going to New France 
with their newborn infant Marie-Hélène and his spouse 
Françoise Langlois.

*Also on board was her sister *Marguerite-Genevieve Langlois 
with her spouse Abraham Martin, who had previously been to 
New France.

*my 9 × great grandparents 

Champlain left Honfleur, France aboard the St. Étienne reaching Tadoussac on July 7. From there they journeyed to the 
Kebec Habitation.

The passenger list of 80 colonists included three Recollect Fathers, clerks, officers, craftsmen and field labourers with 



sickles, scythes and spades, ready to begin the planting. The colony also now had bulls, heifers and sheep, and all kinds 
of grain for sowing. The prospective settlers were given some household items to make the new settlement more com-
fortable, but when you read the list, it’s clear that Quebec’s new benefactor, Director Henri De Montmorency II knew 
little of what was really required to be comfortable in New France at that time.

“For the service of the leader’s table, 36 platters, as many bowls and plates, 6 salt-cellars, 6 ewers, 2 basins, 6 jugs 
holding 2 pints each, 6 pint-pots, 6 half-pints, 6 quarter-pints, all of tin, two dozen table-cloths, 24 dozen napkins”. 

(As on board ship, the dishes and cooking pots at the settlement were provided by the 100 Associates trading company, 
but since archaeologists have found no trace of them, they may have either been recycled or taken by the English after 
their brief occupation a few years later in 1629.)

1620 Champlain’s wife Hélène Boulle (Bouille), first Lady of New France, decided to accompany her husband to Kebec.   
At Tadoussac she met her brother Eustache who had arrived two years earlier in 1618. From there they journeyed to 
L’Habitation.119 

By all accounts Madame Champlain was kind and gentle. She wore a mirror at her waist and when a curious Native girl 
showed great interest in mirror images, Hélène offered it as a gift to her. It was a style quickly adopted by the Natives/
Amerindians. (Image on next page: The mirror known as a Chasuble: Was an Ancient Garment, said to have been pre-
sented to the Hurons (native women brought to France by explorers) by the Ladies of King Louis XIV’s Court. National 
Archives of Canada/C-34576).



      

Chasuble: ancient Garment

Madame Champlain arrived at L’Habitation one year after the 
Langlois sisters had arrived with their families. It is said that 
Madame Champlain spent a great deal of time visiting with 
Françoise (spouse of Pierre Desportes), and Marguerite (spouse 
of Abraham Martin).

In a letter issued by King Louis XIII, dated the 7th of May, 1620, Champlain was to devote himself exclusively to the ad-
ministration of the country. He was to undertake no further great voyages of discovery:

“in obedience to me, making the people who are there live as closely in conformity with the laws of my kingdom as you 
can.”120 

From that moment Champlain’s career as an explorer had ended.



Evolution of Quebec Settlements

Establishment of L’Habitation & founding of nearby settlements
Champlain spent the winter building Fort Saint-Louis on the escarpment of Cape Diamond. The location was a strategic 
one: the fort overlooked the river, had a strategic view of L’Habitation below, and looked down upon a trail connecting 
the two. A few wooden buildings surrounded by a palisade made up the fort. (It forms a portion of today’s Côte de la 
Montagne.) (Note: Fort Sainte-Louis was reconstructed in 1626.) Shown below a view before the fort was built:

   
Champlain improved upon the relations with the Natives and managed to impose on them a chief of his choice. He also 
negotiated a peace treaty with the Iroquois. On August 15, 1620 he returned to France. He had been encouraged, while in 
France, to continue both his work and looking for a passage to China, something widely believed to exist at the time.

1621 The Compagnie des Marchands de Rouen et de Saint-Malo had just received the monopoly of the fur trade in New 
France. As Captain of the ship Champlain departed from Honfleur, France. On board were the two owners Guillaume de 
Caën, and Emery de Caën of the Marchands de Rouen et de Saint-Malo.

Also among the passengers was interpreter, Olivier Le Tardif my 9 × great grandfather, who employed my:

 Native 11 × great-grandfather Roch Manitouabeouich.
When Olivier Le Tardif arrived in 1621, he was 21 years of age. (He was also known as Sieur Olivier le Tardif de la Porte, Olivier Tardif, 

Olivier Letardif121 122.) The ship captained by Champlain arrived in New France (Quebec City) on the 24th of May, 1621. Their goal was to 
secure the colony, and advance the fur trade.123



Champlain continued to work on the fortifications of what became Quebec City, laying the first stone on May 6, 1624.

     

1626: Champlain established, in Chateau-Richer, the first farm in the Saint Lawrence valley, to feed the people of Quebec 
City.124 

  



There were fewer than one hundred Europeans living in Quebec in 1627 as war broke out between France and England, 
which primarily involved actions at sea (Anglo-French War 1627–29).125 

Cardinal Richelieu withdrew the fur trade monopoly from the Compagnie de Montmorency for having failed its mandate 
of bringing settlers to the colony. He gave the monopoly to the Compagnie de la Nouvelle France more commonly known as 
100 Associates/Compagnie des Cent-Associés. One hundred investors each investing 3,000 French livres, Champlain being 
investor number 52 in a list published January 14, 1628. The company was given sweeping authority over trade, all the 
land, colonization in all of New France, with a territory that encompassed all of Acadia, Canada, Newfoundland, and 
French Louisiana. Management was entrusted to twelve directors.126

 

Though France and England had been at war since 1627, under this cloud of war, the company’s first fleet of more than 
a dozen ships, loaded with desperately needed provisions and supplies—along with its first group of two hundred set-
tlers— sailed from the port of Dieppe to New France in early 1628, bound for L’Habitation (Quebec City).127 128 



Quebec City Surrenders

 

However, the flotilla was intercepted 
at the mouth of the St. Lawrence 
River by the Kirke Brothers, who 
had claimed the area as mercenar-
ies under commission from King 
Charles I of England. With three 
armed ships and two hundred men, 
the Kirkes won a fierce battle, as a 
result of which the French ships and 
their contents along with the new 
settler passengers became spoils of 
war. The passengers were sent to 
England as prisoners. Without his 
ships, Champlain and the colonists 
were stranded in Quebec City with-
out their much needed supplies. 

  

 

In the spring of 1629, the Kirke 
brothers returned to New 
France and set up a blockade. 
Though L’Habitation had sur-
vived the winter without sup-
plies, with the blockade they 
found themselves in a dire situ-
ation. 

   



The Kirke brothers were successful in their block-
ade resulting in a no-contest capture and surren-
der of the beleaguered Habitation on July 29, 1629. 

Since François Gravé Du Pont was ill during 
the seizure of Quebec, as requested by Samuel 
de Champlain, Olivier Le Tardif (my 9 × great 
grandfather) handed over the keys of L’Habitation 
to the Kirke brothers.

All but a handful of people were transported to 
England to await their fate. 

       
     Champlain Surrenders  Champlain Prisoner of Kirke Brothers

On arrival in England, Champlain learned that England and France had signed a peace treaty before the capture of Que-
bec. As a result, the colonists were deported to France and Champlain vigorously lobbied for the colony to be returned to 
France. In 1632, Champlain published Voyages de la Nouvelle France, which was dedicated to Cardinal Richelieu, and titled: 
Traité de la marine et du devoir d’un bon marinier, (a treatise on leadership, seamanship, and navigation). 



Champlain Commander of New France
In 1632, three years after the surrender of Quebec, the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye restored France’s territories. 
Champlain reclaimed his role as commander of New France on March 1, 1633, a position he held from 1629 to 1635 on 
behalf of Richelieu.129 And further, Richelieu gave Champlain a commission as Lieutenant General of New France but not 
that of Governor. In his new capacity as the 100 Associates commander in New France, Champlain, along with the col-
onists who desired to return, 200 new colonists recruited by the 100 Associates, Jesuit missionaries, and soldiers to de-
fend the renewed French colony set sail for New France in the spring of 1633. [Some accounts indicate that our ancestors 
Abraham Martin and Marguerite Langlois, who had arrived in 1620, and our cousins Gaston Hébert and Marie Rollet 
were among those six families who had remained during the Kirke occupation.] The group arrived to find that the Brit-
ish had destroyed the buildings, and fewer than 30 colonists had remained (6 families, 5 translators). A report by Cham-
plain was sent on August 18, 1834 to Richelieu stating he had rebuilt on the ruins of Quebec, enlarged its fortifications, 
and established two more habitations (settlements). One habitation, Beauport, was primarily a farming community (a 
seigneury, today forming part of Quebec City) situated 15 leagues upstream. The other habitation was at Trois-Rivières, 
founded by Sieur de Laviolette in 1634, which remained for some years strictly a small trading post. Champlain also 
reported that he had begun an offensive against the Iroquois, who continually attacked settlements, and wanted them 
either wiped out or “brought to reason”.

1634 To help rebuild the tiny colony, the 100 Associates recruited the services of Robert Giffard. He was given a grant 
of land (a seigneury) and appointed the Seigneur of Beauport. The land was situated northeast of Quebec City on the 
St-Lawrence River, across from Île d’Orleans. Previously as a ship’s surgeon, (every French ship had to have a doctor on 
board), he had visited the colony a number of times. Being from the Perche region of France, Giffard thought the resi-
dents in that region were well suited for enduring harsh winters, labour intensive work, clearing land, and the tenacity 
to face adversity. Going from town to town he recruited colonists by expounding upon the opportunities in New France.

 

Recruited through the Percheron Expeditions by Robert 
Giffard were my early direct ancestors including: 

Jean Guyon

Marin Boucher

Robert Drouin

some arrived with their spouses and families others were 
single

Giffard captivated their willingness to embark upon the adventure of a new life in the New World. As was typical of the 
seigneurial system, the recruits—farm workers, craftsman and artisans—signed contracts to work for him for a period of 
time at a stipulated yearly salary, and payment for cost of the journey and return passage when the contract was com-



pleted. On June 4, 1634, Giffard arrived in New France with four ships. The dozen or so colonists in Quebec saw their 
numbers suddenly swell to a few hundred. The “Percheron Emigration,” as it would become known, had begun.

 

Typically male immigrants, unable 
to find wives, returned to France, 
after fulfilling their work contracts in 
Quebec. To solve that problem, about 
262 women of marriageable age were 
recruited, by either individuals or by 
private religious groups who paid 
their travel expenses and provided 
lodging until they were married.130 
In our family tree—19 women in 
years 1634 to 1663—became direct 
ancestors resulting from the on go-
ing “Filles à Marier” (Marriageable 
girls) recruitment.

   

  

In 1635 Champlain suffered a severe stroke in October and died on the 25th of 
December, leaving no immediate heirs. Jesuit records tell us he died in the care of 
his friend and confessor Charles Lallemant.131 There are many memorials honouring 
Samuel de Champlain as the “Father of New France”. Although his will (drafted 
on November 17, 1635) gave much of his French property to his wife Hélène, he 
made significant bequests to the Catholic missions and to individuals in the colony 
of Quebec. However, Marie Camaret, a cousin on his mother’s side, challenged the 
will in Paris and had it successfully overturned. It is unclear exactly what happened 
to his estate.132 (Although Champlain was focused and ever dedicated upon growing 
the colony, at the time of his death, Quebec City had a population of only 150 settlers. 
Some 30 years later, when Canada became a royal colony, 3500 settlers of French ori-
gin were enumerated). 



In Samuel de Champlain’s will, he bequeathed to his personal 
friends *Abraham Martin and Marguerite Langlois: 

“gives to Abraham and his wife 600 livres with the charge of 
using it to clear land [cut down trees] in this country of New 
France” .... “600 livres to **Marguerite, daughter of Abraham, 
“to support her in marrying a man of this country--New 
France--and no other.” 

*my 9 × great grandparents

** my 8 × great grandmother (who was only 11 at the time did 
later marry a man of “this country,” Étienne Racine. 

It is interesting to note that Champlain’s original will was not discovered until 324 years later, in August 1959 to be exact, 
by the historian and archivist Olga Jurgens: it was published in 1963.133

Sillery 1638: Canada’s first Native 
Reservation, was established at a cove 
where the Algonquian fished for eels (now 
part of Quebec City). Sillery was named 
for Noël Brûlart de Sillery (1577–1640), 
Knight of Malta. A wealthy and successful 
French diplomat, who renounced worldly 
goods, became a Catholic priest, and fund-
ed the missionary St. Joseph Reservation. 
It became the year-round home of up to 40 
Algonquin Christian families. Sillery later 
became an important port for the lumber 
industry.134

    



1642 Founded by Paul de Chomedey de Maisonneuve and Jeanne Mance: Ville-Marie, (previously Hochelaga, later 
known as Mont-Royale, today Montreal, Quebec) pictured below. The black and white drawing claims the date 1642. 

     

On the shore of Ville-Marie, fifty people under the direction of Paul de Chomedey de Maisonneuve dismounted and on 
this first trip a nurse, Jeanne Mance accompanied them. Upon arrival, the settlers built a fence near the Huron village of 
Hochelaga. The next day, Sunday, May 18, 1642, they celebrated Mass and the founding of Ville-Marie. Soon, new settlers 
arrived along with hundreds of soldiers to secure the settlement. Over time, Montreal becomes the hub of the fur trade. 

1642 Sorel, Quebec (today known as Sorel-Tracy). Its formation began in 1641 when Charles Huault de Montmagny, first 
Governor and Lieutenant-Governor of New France, built Fort Richelieu, (a wood fort) as a defense against the Iroquois 
for the safety and security of settlers and river travellers.

 

The fur trade drew the Aboriginal peoples into close and constant proximity to the French who lacked sufficient man-
power and resources to conduct the trade alone. Natives were guides, intermediaries, translators, navigators, transport-
ers and paddlers in canoes for the transportation of people, goods and fur. They were a general labour force to draw 
upon wherever and whenever the need. And most significantly, their continual presence served as a deterrent against 



attacks being extra-security from the raiding Iroquois.135

Working for the 100 Associates Company:

As a team, *Olivier Le Tardif and **Roch Manitouabeouich 
advanced the fur trade. 

They encouraged nomadic Natives to use the newly built facili-
ties of the various trading posts. 

Through the vast expanse of the wilderness and into Native 
settlements of the “back country” they established the fur trade.

* Le Tardif, my 9th great-grandfather

** Roch Manitouabeouich, my 11th great-grandfather 

 



The original wooden Fort Saint-Louis was rebuilt when it was destroyed by fire.

Late 1600’s view of Quebec City pictured below:

   



Missionaries

The Recollects’136 were the first missionaries to arrive, followed by the Jesuits in 1611. Gabriel Sagard, a Recollect friar, 
made only one return voyage into the Upper Country, in 1623-1624. His account, Le Grand Voyage du pays des Hurons 
[translation: Voyage through the land of the Hurons], became an indispensable work about the Huron people. Sagard’s voyage 
did not contribute to the expansion of New France, but the information that he gathered from the Native peoples in far-
away areas helped other voyagers. Among other things, he wrote the first phrase book of the Huron language.137

Excerpt: Sagard’s: Voyage through the land of the Hurons 

“Sometimes also one has great difficulty in making a passage 
with head and hands through dense woods, in which also a 
great number of trees that have rotted and fallen on one an-
other are met with, and these one must step over. Then there 
are rocks and stones and other obstacles which add to the 
toil of the trail, besides the innumerable mosquitoes which 
incessantly waged most cruel and vexatious war upon us; if 
it had not been for my care in protecting my eyes by means 
of a piece of thin stuff which I had covering my face, these 
fierce creatures would have blinded me many times, as I had 
been warned. It had happened so to others, who lost the use 
of their eyes for several days, so poisonous is their stinging 
and biting to those who have not yet become acclimatized.”

     

Jesuits138 
Jesuits were established in New France in 1625. They created missions to convert Native people to Catholicism. Their 
missionary ideal was to live among Native nations to evangelize them. For 50 years, it was primarily the Jesuit mission-
aries who furthered knowledge about the Canadian territory, and especially about the areas around the Great Lakes and 
between the St. Lawrence River and Hudson Bay.139 The gigantic Lake Superior was named by the Jesuits, as was Sault 
(rapids) Ste. Marie, through which Lake Superior flows to Lake Huron. The Jesuits’ sought to completely “reform the pa-
gans.” They were focused upon creating a Catholic society by encouraging the confinement of sexual expression within 
the bounds of marriage and it being for the sole purpose of reproduction, and frowned on divorce for any reason. From 
the Jesuit Relations:

“The young people do not think that they can persevere in the state of matrimony with a bad wife or a bad husband; 
they wish to be free and to be able to divorce the consort if they do not love each other. Such are the chief outward im-
pediments we have encountered in the performance of our duties.”



The Jesuit success was slow, but they go on to say that 

“...some young men offered themselves to us of their own accord, with many evidences of good will. However, we shall 
not hasten their baptism, because this would render it almost impossible for them to find wives, since there are, as yet, 
no good Christian girls here. Until we have a village that is entirely devoted to God, the marriages of our new Chris-
tians will occasion us difficulty.”

A young man is quoted in the Relations as saying: 

“If we take a wife, at the first whim that seizes her, she will at once leave us; and then we are reduced to a wretched 
life seeing that it is the women in our country who sow, plant, and cultivate the land, and prepare food for their hus-
bands.”

Naturally, the women were not very eager to upset the status quo. It’s safe to conclude that women played a major role in 
early Huron society. They had the final say in choosing a mate or sexual partner: they were the leaders within their clans 
and they alone chose who would be their clan’s chief.

It was the duty of Jesuit missionaries to annually transmit to their superior in Quebec or Montreal an account of their 
activities. Annually, between 1632 and 1673, the superior made up a narrative, or “Relation” of the most important events 
which had occurred in the several missionary districts under his charge. The Relations were published annually, in 
Paris, until 1673, when the series was discontinued, probably through the influence of Louis de Buade de Frontenac (then 
Governor General of New France), to whom the Jesuits were distasteful.140 The entire English translation (7l Volumes) of 
the The Jesuit Relations and Allied Documents abound with information such as, the socio-cultural, political organization, 
and material world of the Native peoples: their beliefs, lifestyles, conflicts, language, perceptions of Europeans, and in-
cludes events, exploration voyages as well as many maps. 

Jesuit missionaries were troubled by the absence of 
patriarchy in Native communities. Females were 
highly regarded within their societies and partici-
pated in political and military decisions. Jesuits at-
tempted to eliminate the matriarchy and shift the 
powers of men and women to accommodate those 
of European societies by “enlightening” them on 
proper European behavior. In response, women 
grew worried about the presence of missionaries, 
fearing they themselves would lose freedom and 
status within their communities.141

 

 Jesuit Quotation:

“In France, women are to be obedient to their masters, their husbands.”142 



The Jesuits were particularly active among the Hurons who referred to them as the “Blackrobes” because of their dis-
tinctive garment. In addition to their missionary work, they founded a college for boys in the town of Quebec in 1635. 
They describe the Hurons in the Jesuit Relations of 1639:

“They are robust, and all are much taller than the French. Their only covering is a beaver skin, which they wear 
upon their shoulders in the form of a mantle; shoes and leggings in winter, a tobacco pouch behind the back, a pipe in 
the hand; around their necks and arms bead necklaces and bracelets of porcelain; they also suspend these from their 
ears, and around their locks of hair. They grease their hair and faces; they also streak their faces with black and red 
paint.”143

Georgian Bay: By 1639, the Jesuits had established a post at Sainte-Marie-des-Hurons (Midland Ontario), from where 
they would be able to spread their missionary activities in Huronia. By 1645, they could be found in Quebec (City), Trois-
Rivières and Montreal, as well as among the Native nations. In 1646, the Jesuits had moved their mission to Saint-Fran-
cois de Sillery, where the Christian Hurons sought shelter after being driven out of Saint-Marie by the Iroquois.144 

Father Marquette preaching

Excerpt from Jesuit correspondence145:

“Endear yourself to the savages first. Try to have them become attached to you through small gestures such as bringing 
a burning mirror to make fire during the day so they can smoke the pipe. Try to eat their sagamite without disgust, and 
have a snack in the morning because the ‘barbarians’ only eat at sunrise and sunset when travelling. Be quick to sit 
in the canoe and disembark nimbly, taking care to roll up your robes so they do not become wet. Above all, do not be-
come troublesome to the savages, endure their shortcomings in silence. If you must reprimand them, do it with loving 
gestures and words and not with aversion. Remember that small gifts please the Indians; supply yourself with a half-
dozen awls, two or three dozen small knives … to use for buying food. When portaging, try to help them by carrying 
a few things according to your strength. If fine words fail you, be a kind face to the Natives you meet. Do it for Jesus 
Christ who is our true greatness, it is only he and his cross that we must seek in running after these peoples.”



Excerpt: Preface to vol. XV Jesuit Relations 1639: 

“French and Indians walk together. Six of the latter are clad in bravery of satin, velvet, and cloth of gold—truly royal 
habits, now worn for the first time, but presented by Louis the year before to an Indian who was sent to Paris by his 
countrymen to convey their homage to the king of France. …he relates wonderful tales of what he had seen in Paris—
the great multitudes of people; the ‘rolling cabins drawn by moose,’ as he styles the coaches and their teams; and, most 
wonderful of all, the king walking with his guards, which sight so impressed the tribesman that, according to the Father 
who accompanied him, ‘he did not speak during the rest of the day.’  In acknowledgment of the king’s gifts, these Indi-
ans send him a little dress, such as their own children wear, ‘as a metawagan, or small toy, to amuse his little son.’ Le 
Jeune, however, is hesitating to send it, lest it convey to ‘so sacred a personage’ even ‘the slightest contagion’ from the 
deadly smallpox, which had so raged in Canada the past year.146 

Excerpt (Natives setting up camp):

“Now, when we arrived at the place where we were to camp, the women, armed with axes, went here and there in 
the forests, cutting the framework of the hostelry where we were to lodge; meantime the men, having drawn the plan 
thereof, cleared away the snow with their snowshoes, or with shovels which they make and carry expressly for this 
purpose.”147

Jesuit House at Sillery, 
Quebec

 

Jesuit Estates

The Jesuit Estates were the properties owned by the Roman Catholic Society of Jesus. These lands were confiscated by 
the Crown following the conquest of Canada by the British and were located entirely in Quebec. These lands were first 
rented and then sold separate from the Crown Lands in Quebec. The records for this are in the Archives Nationals du 
Québec (series-QBC-18-20).”148



Ursuline Nuns 

  

In 1639, the Ursulines and the Hos-Hos-
pitalières de la Miséricorde de Jésus 
(Hospitallers of the Mercy of Jesus) 
arrived in Quebec (City). The Ursu-
lines taught the French and Native 
populations, while the Hospitallers 
ran the Hotel Dieu hospital in Que-
bec.149 

 

   

Marie de l’Incarnation and the Ursulines founded a school for girls in 1639 at Quebec City, New France. They welcomed 
Native as well as French girls and had about 18 boarders in all.150 They taught religion, reading, writing, and needlework. 
Marie de l’Incarnation learned Algonquian and Iroquoian languages, and wrote dictionaries for both languages. 151

 



Jeanne Mance was the first nurse in North 
America. She arrived in 1642 and started the 
first hospital, called the Hotel-Dieu, in Ville-
Marie (today Montreal, Quebec). The hospi-
tal was funded by the government of France 
to look after soldiers and officers of the king. 
These funds were also deployed to help the 
poor, the sick and orphans who came into 
their care. They tended to and grew gardens, 
fruit trees, vegetables and raised animals to 
feed the people in their care. In addition, they 
tended to the numerous and various house-
keeping chores at the hospital. 152

   

The first Ursuline Convent 
was built in 1642, Quebec 
City. In a romantic setting, 
this retrospective view was 
painted by Joseph Légaré. 
The house in the fore-
ground is that of Madame 
de la Peltrie, built in 1644. 
(source: wikipedia) 

  

When Marguerite Bourgeoys arrived in 1663, she began several schools for girls in Ville-Marie (Montreal) teaching re-
ligion, reading, writing, and “domestic arts” such as sewing and needlepoint. Some girls in her care became nuns. She 
also took charge of the Filles du Roi when they arrived. They were interviewed and housed until they were ready to be 
married. For many years, her order, Congrégation de Notre-Dame de Montréal, was not officially recognized by the church, 
because she refused to become cloistered, preferring to go where the people were. She is often referred to as the “Mother 
of the Colony.”153



Background New France 

The colony of New France was very isolated from the rest of the world. It took up to three months to travel by ship be-
tween Quebec and France, and travel by canoe from Quebec to Acadia could take up to 15 days or more. Rivers were the 
main transportation routes and the St. Lawrence River, which the Native people called “the river that walks”, was the 
most important. The trading posts of L’Habitation (Quebec City), Tadoussac, Trois-Rivières and Ville-Marie (Montreal) 
were all located along its banks. From there, people could take other rivers and lakes to reach the territory’s interior.

My 9 × great-grandparents, Abraham Martin and Marguerite-
Genevieve Langlois arrived in New France in 1619.

According to the baptism register, my 8 × great-grandmother, 
Marguerite Martin, was the first female born 4 January 1624 at 
L’Habitation (the first child was her brother, Eustache).

       

Population in 1627 is 55 at 
L’Habitation 

Source: Le Jeune, L Champlain (Samuel 
de) dans Dictionnaire Général de biog-
raphie, histoire, littérature, agriculture, 
commerce, industrie et des arts, sciences, 
mours, coutumes, institutions politiques et 
religieuses du Canada, Vol. 1, Ottawa, Uni-
versité d’Ottawa, 1931, 862p., pp. 355-356

 



European Population New France:154 
Early attempts of permanent immigrant settlements along the Saint Lawrence River began as early as the 1540s, fol-
lowing the expeditions of Jacques Cartier from 1534 to 1541. Those settlements attempts failed, and it was not until 1604 
some 70 years later, that efforts were renewed by Samuel de Champlain who became involved with a group interested 
in the fur trade and set sail in 1603 aboard the ship, Bonne-Renommée, for North America.155 New France failed to attract 
many new colonists from France. The ocean voyage was both arduous and dangerous. It was known that survival rates 
were low, winters were long, very cold, and isolating due to significant snowfall. And, ever present, the threat of Native 
attacks. In 1645, the population of New France was Catholic and had a number of nuns and priests. Even so, religious 
communities were still a scarcity at the time. 

Though New France claimed a large territory, the vast majority of people were located in the St. Lawrence Valley. A ma-
jor reason for settling a particular location was its potential for nearby fur trading with Native populations. Being near 
waterways was friendly for transporting goods bound for Europe. (Of course, during the long winter months, frozen 
rivers were unnavigable.) Land was fertile for farming near river beds. During the earliest years, most people were only 
there temporarily to conduct business, or to work for a while before returning to France. Champlain implied that French 
men were encouraged to marry Natives to grow the population: “‘Our sons will marry with your daughters and we will 
become one people;’ thus said Samuel de Champlain to the native Indians in 1633. ‘You always say something to cheer 
us,’ replied a feathered chief; “If this comes to be we will be very happy’.156

Population in 1633: there remained 6 families and 5 Indian translators living in New France following the Kirke brothers’ 
capture of Quebec in 1629.157 The population December 1635 was 150 at L’Habitation (Quebec City).158 

In 1633, the Algonquians of the Trois-Rivières region had asked Champlain to build a fort near their territory. Mr. de 
Laviolette commanded this fortified post for two years, from 1634 to 1636. He was often visited by the Hurons, Algon-
quins and Montagnais.159 Trois-Rivières continued to be a very small trading post.

By 1640 the largest settlement, L’Habitation Quebec (now Quebec City), was growing into a small village. The church was 
being expanded and streets were being built. The population growth throughout the years: 

1641- 240; 1653 – 2,000; 1663 – 2,500; *1666 – 3,215; 1668 – 6,282, 1680 – 10,679; 

In 1645, the European population representing New France was fewer than 1000. In 1665, there were 550 people in 70 
houses living in Quebec City. One quarter of the people were members of religious orders: secular priests, Jesuits, Ursu-
lines nuns and the order running the Hotel-Dieu local hospital.160 In 1666, the census population for Montreal was 625, 
after the arrival of a significant number of recruits.161 

The *1666 census of New France  was conducted by France’s Intendant, Jean Talon, in the winter of 1665–66. It showed a 
population of 3,215 habitants of European descent in New France, many more than there had been only a few decades 
earlier, and a gender population difference in the number of men (2,034) and women (1,181).162 European occupations 
included: 3 notaries, 3 schoolmasters, 3 locksmiths, 4 bailiffs, 5 surgeons, 5 bakers, 8 coopers, 9 millers, 18 merchants, 27 
joiners, and 36 carpenters. Quebec City had a European population of 2125, Montreal had 635, and Trois-Rivières had 
455. These three major settlements were inhabited by 528 families.163 



Unfortunately, Jean Talon’s census, pictured below, only tells us part of the story, because he did not include Native nor 
Métis peoples in the census.

  

The main types of immigrants in New France were:

engag• és—Hired workers who agreed to come for three years—nearly all were men.

soldiers—They were offered land if they stayed at the end of their army service. Some 400 officers and men chose to • 
stay. The officers were granted seigneuries and the men got land to farm.

minor criminals from France—poachers, smugglers, tax dodgers—who came to avoid being sent to prison• 164

Transportation: The main mode of transportation was by canoe: Samuel de Champlain remarked that it was “the only 
craft suitable” for navigation in Canada. Artist and author Edwin Tappan Adney, who dedicated much of his life to the 
preservation of traditional canoe-making techniques, claimed that European boats were “clumsy” and “utterly useless;” 
and thus, the birchbark canoe was so superior that it was adopted almost without exception in Canada. As such, most 
European explorers navigating inland Canada for the first time did so in birchbark canoes.165

Le Sieur Chomedey de Maisonneuve founded Ville-Marie in 1642 (earlier Hochelaga; later Mont Royal; today Montreal). 
He was 30 years old when he arrived in Ville-Marie and was accompanied by about 40 colonists.166 Despite Montmagny’s 
warning about the war against the Iroquois, Maisonneuve declares that he will go to Montreal “even if all the trees of the 
island should change into so many Iroquois!” Jeanne Mance accompanies him and founds the Saint-Joseph hospital, that 
will later take the name of Hotel-Dieu.167  In Ville-Marie, Maisonneuve erects a big cross on Mont Royal to thank God for 
saving the young French settlement from a threatening flood. Here follows a description of Ville-Marie (Montreal) in the 
summer of 1643, shortly after its founding: “The building consists of a fort for defence, a hospital for the sick, and a lodg-
ing already capable of housing 70 persons who live there . . . with two Jesuit Fathers who are like pastors to them; there 
is a chapel there that serves as a parish, under the title of Notre Dame on the island in the town named Ville-Marie. The 



inhabitants live for the most part communally, as in a sort of inn.168  [Many of my early ancestors were born in Montreal.] 
The picture below shows the layout of Montreal in 1642.

 

On dry land, trails were appearing in and around the first settlements. Some of these trails would one day become 
streets and highways. But the first towns were still very small. Quebec City was the only settlement to have a network of 
roads connecting the different parts of town and its surrounding parishes. However, there was only one way of getting 
around on land: by foot! Horses did not appear in New France till 1645. If the colonists had to tow loads or a cart, they 
could use cattle, but these animals were mainly used on the farm to plough the fields.

Until the mid 1700s, there was virtually no manufacturing of any kind, and there were no printing presses.169 The colony 
of Acadia grew slowly, reaching a population of about 5,000 by 1713.170  

The average life expectancy of a European living in New France was the age of 35.171 Winter months brought the afflic-
tions of scurvy, dysentery and famine.172 Daily diet consisted of basic food and with the exception of the winter months, 
was plentiful. Here is a menu for Samuel de Champlain and his crew: bread and butter, meat and fish, either smoked or 
boiled was very popular; salted lard was eaten most often because it kept very well; sometimes they ate beaver easily 
found in the area; a variety of vegetables: beans, peas, turnips, pumpkins, and corn. A native custom was dried small 
fruits used as provisions throughout the winter. In the winter season they at times were forced to eat roots. They pre-
pared broth by grinding meat and/or vegetables, then added water to the grounds.173 

The citizens of New France received slaves as gifts from their allies among First Nations peoples. Slaves were prisoners 
taken in raids. The average life expectancy of a native slave was 18.174 

(The Act Against Slavery of 1793 legislated the gradual abolition of slavery. The British Parliament’s Slavery Abolition 
Act of 1833 abolished slavery in all parts of the British Empire.175)  The historian Marcel Trudel has counted 4092 slaves 
throughout Canadian history, of which 2692 were Native (the favourites of French-speakers) and 1400 Blacks (the fa-
vourites of English-speakers) owned by approximately 1400 masters. The region of Montreal dominates with 2077 slaves 
compared to 1059 for Quebec City and 114 for Trois-Rivières. Several marriages took place between French colonists and 



slaves (31 unions with Native slaves and 8 with Black slaves) which means that a number of Quebecois today have slaves 
somewhere in their family trees.176 

Since France itself had a variety of different regions and various cities scattered about the country—each having their 
own dialects, and different from the French spoken in Paris, so much so, they simply could not understand one another. 
Although that problem was initially exported to New France, known as dialect clash (choc des patois), being a small group 
it brought about the linguistic unification of Quebec. By the 17th century the Parisian dialect quickly became the common 
language of all the inhabitants of New France.177 The majority of the population in New France could not read and write, 
and because the population was small and dispersed, it was usually the family that provided religious instruction and, 
in some cases, instruction in reading and writing.178

  

In 1645, the Governor of New-France, 
Charles Huault de Montmagny, writes 
a letter to France addressed to the 
French Secretary of State of the Navy 
and the Controller General of Finance 
whom he reported to.179 (Montmagny 
was appointed by Louis XIII to govern 
the colonies of New France from 1636 
to 1648. He succeeded Champlain, 
who governed the colony as Lieuten-
ant General of New France during the 
years 1632-1635. 180)

Governor of New-France, Charles Huault de Montmagny written letter sent to France:

Québec, 1645

Your Lordship,

I have been the governor of New France for several years now and I am discouraged to see that there are so few of us 
here. Most of the colonists have settled in the St. Lawrence Valley, near Québec, Trois-Rivières and Montréal. Outside 
these areas there are very few people. Since there are seven times more men than women in New France, it is difficult 
for these men to find a wife and start a family so that they can settle here permanently.

Most of the inhabitants in New France live near fur trading posts because this is the main source of work in the col-
ony. The territory is large but we cannot settle all of it because there are so few of us. Also, most of the inhabitants are 
engagés [contract labourers] and many of them return to France after a few months or years of work.

It has been almost 40 years since Québec was founded but the colony is not growing quickly enough. Canada is very 
vulnerable to the Native peoples and the British, who greatly outnumber us. We desperately need colonists to populate 
and develop the colony!

Charles Huault de Montmagny, governor of New-France.



As part of a program sponsored by France’s King Louis XIV: The King’s Daughters (French: filles du roi; filles du roy) is 
a term used to refer to the approximately 800 young French women who immigrated to New France between 1663 and 
1673. The program was designed to boost Canada’s population both by encouraging male immigrants to settle there, 
and by promoting marriage, family formation and the birth of children. While women and girls certainly immigrated 
to New France both before and after this time period, they were not considered to be filles du roi, as the term refers to 
women and girls who were actively recruited by the government and whose travel to the colony was paid for by the 
king. 

New France Fashion: 

    



Fur Trade

The entire development of New France revolved around the fur trade: from exploration, populating the first settlements, 
trade, and forming alliances with Native Nations. Intentionally or not, the settlements and trading posts evidently and 
for the most part developed in tandem. Generally, sites were chosen relative to the confluence of Native established river 
routes, which enabled the economy of the fur trade. Natives traded furs for metal tools and other European made items 
that improved their day to day living, such as durable metal knives, axes, hatchets, firearms, fishing nets, pots, kettles, 
and European wool blankets and clothing because they offered more warmth, and dried faster than leather. The fur 
trade benefited both Europeans and Indigenous people.181

In France, they wanted beaver furs to make felt hats, which were, at the time, very fashionable in Europe. Beavers had 
been so over hunted in Europe they faced extinction. Much preferred was the winter-fat beaver fur from New France, 
because pelts were denser, silkier, and had longer fur. And when the skins had been worn it was even more desirable, 
because through wear the skin became soft and supple. In addition to beaver, other fur-bearing animals were also popu-
lar, such as otter, marten and fox.

   

Because there was a language barrier between various groups of Native Nations and between French Europeans, Cham-
plain had conceived a plan for the training of interpreters by depositing young, intelligent and personable boys to live 
for several years with various tribes, so that they would learn the customs and languages of Native allies.182 Presumably, 
candidates were carefully chosen for their trustworthiness, brains, and diplomatic skills in the delicate and demanding 
role of interpreter, which they would one day assume. And once experienced and seasoned, they became invaluable in 
dealings with the various tribes, treaty-making, the fur trade, and war time, given that France always had Native allies 
in the ranks.183 



Arrival New France: Olivier Le Tardif (Quebec City):  my 9 × great grandfather

*24 May 1621 (age 21) Having departed from Honfleur, France, Samuel de 
Champlain, was Captain of the ship, owned by the Compagnie des Marchands 
de Rouen et de Saint-Malo who had just received the monopoly for the fur trade in 
New France. Guillaume de Caën, and Emery de Caën also arrived on the same ship to 
secure the colony, and at the same time advance the fur trade.184

* We can speculate Le Tardif must have made an earlier arrival to train and study 
Native languages to learn his trade as an interpreter judging by Champlain’s training 
plan. 

By 1633, Le Tardif was given the responsibility of establishing a network of fur trad-
ing posts. Olivier Le Tardif became an interpreter in the Huron, Algonquin and 
Montagnaise languages in 1633.185 186 He is the General Commissioner of the 100 
Associates Company.187 188

Olivier le Tardif de Honfleur is cited in 1626 according to Champlain’s journal; English Translation: 

“The 25th day of August 1626, the aforementioned Emery [Emery de Caën] left Quebec. And the aforementioned 
Pont [François Dupont-Gravé] resolved to return to France, though the aforementioned master of Caën commanded 
that it would be his choice to remain if he would, and having resolved to return, Corneille de Vendremur [Van Den 
Meer] d’Envers remained in his place to look after the trade and merchandise of the store, with a young man named 
Olivier le Tardif de Honfleur, commissioned to serve as an interpreter. Disembarked were all the food stores we could 
spare in the event that God doesn’t aid and hasten our vessel’s prompt return, should we fall into inconvenient or bad 
circumstances preventing our return, as I have stated below.”189 

In the earliest colonization days of 
New France, it was the Native people 
who went to see the French at their 
trading posts which served the lo-
cal population in the St. Lawrence 
Valley. 

Long distance transportation of the 
furs began when trading branched 
out in settlements or further dis-
tance along the coast and waterways 
accessible by ship.190

 



When the 100 Associates Company (Compagnie des Cent-Associés) in 1627 got the monopoly for the fur trade and became 
responsible for handling affairs in New France, in exchange it pledged to bring 4,000 settlers to New France within 15 
years and to support the settlers and grow the colonies.  

Native people supplied the fur and bartered for items they valued such as metal objects, knives axes and pots. The pic-
ture is an illustration by Francis Back and a 1665 Example Excerpt of a barter price list191 

    

1 white Normandy blanket 6 beavers
1 gun 6 beavers
1 barrel of corn 6 beavers
1 ratine blanket (fabric) 4 beavers
1 Iroquois-style blanket 3 beavers
1 large capot (coat or cape with hood) 3 beavers
1 medium capot (clothing) 2 beavers
1 small capot 1 beaver    

Setting up Trading Posts
Trading posts were built stra-
tegically near Native encamp-
ments. Natives congregated 
around the posts looking for 
employment and, as others ar-
rived to trade their furs, it gave 
opportunity to exchange infor-
mation, socialize and catch up on 
any news. In later years, villages 
and towns then cities grew from 
the seeds of these original trad-
ing posts.

     

At the larger trading posts, some buildings were constructed with two stories. The attic space was sometimes used for 
storage, or as a loft (warm air rises, so the upper floor would be the warmest). Chimneys were made of stone and clay or 
more commonly mud and grass and usually had a hearth. Doors by all accounts were made of planks and constructed 
with nails and iron hinges were used to hang the doors. In particular, the storage area for goods would have an iron 
hasp and lock, or a proper door lock. As a rule, windows were covered with parchment (rawhide), with or without shut-
ters. Or they were simply left as openings with shutters. (In mosquito country, I’d opt for the parchment, but the journals 
never mention a reason for choosing one method over another.) The roof was a simple ridgepole with boards or split logs 



running down to the top of the wall, with the gables filled in with planks or timbers. The roofs were then covered with 
almost anything you can imagine to try to keep them from leaking. Bark, sod, thatch, mown grass & earth, clay, even 
tent leather was used. The journals give a strong impression that anything other than proper shingles would inevitably 
leak. Even the rudest buildings would have a floor because a raised floor was the only way to ensure things stayed dry. 
Again, the quality of construction varied from simple split logs (round side down) to tongue-in-grooved boards. Plank-
ing was common. Planks were made using a saw pit. A hole was dug in the ground and the log placed above. One man 
stands in the hole and another stands on top of the log. The plank is sawn out along the length of the log with the cut 
occurring on the down stroke. One can imagine what a miserable job this would have been for the poor fellow on the 
bottom!192

Transportation: A rabaska or Maitre canoe (French: canot de maître) was originally a large canoe made of tree bark, used 
by the Algonquin people.193 In a canoe brigade of 5 or more canoes loaded with supplies such as equipment, tools, hard-
ware for building the post, cooking utensils, food, and a variety of trade goods, crew and passengers would have depart-
ed from Montreal around May to set up trading posts. 

A rabaska canoe was typically manned by 8 or 10 paddlers, and has rather impressive dimensions: 10 metres (33 feet) 
long by 1.5 metres (5 feet) wide and capable of carrying 10 adults and a great deal of cargo. The unladen weight of a rab-
aska is about 150 kilograms (330 pounds). Each canoe included a bowman or avant who guided the canoe, the middlemen 
or milieux who had the least experience and paddled in the middle of the boat, and a steersman or gouvernail who would 
stand or sit at the back and steer on instructions from the bowman. It was expected each voyageur would work at least a 
14 hour day, paddle 55 strokes a minute and be able to carry two “pièces” of 90 pounds across each portage. At 55 strokes 
a minute, voyageurs paddled 30 miles (48 km) or more in a 14 hour day.194 

     

A typical day: Amidst clouds of black flies and mosquitoes against which the best repellent was a mix of bear grease and 
skunk urine, roused as early as 3 am, and off they went—without eating breakfast. Before 8 a.m. a stop for breakfast on a 
beach. At around 2 in the afternoon, a midday lunch was served on the boat, though often lunch was only an opportun-
ity to chew a piece of pemmican or biscuit while rowing. A stop was made for a few minutes each hour to allow the men 
to have a pipe. This event was so important that distances came to be measured in pipes: 3 pipes might equal 15 to 20 
miles of travel. A 32 km lake would be measured as 4 pipes or 4 hours of travel, depending on wind and waves.



    

At nightfall, the canoes were unloaded and turned over to serve as shelters. Supper, which was pre-cooked the night 
before, was warmed and served. The men dropped down on turf, moss or beach with their heads under the overturned 
canoes. A tarp provided protection from wind and rain. During the night, a kettle filled with 9 quarts of peas and water 
was hung over the fire, added to it were strips of pork. This simmered until daylight, when the cook added four biscuits 
and continued to let it simmer. At dawn, the call “lève lève nos gens”, (up, up, my lads) resounded through the camp. Ca-
noes were loaded and launched. The swelling of the peas and biscuit had now filled the kettle to the brim, so thick that a 
stick would stand upright in it. Three pipes, or about 12 miles of paddling were done before breakfast.195

As a team, Le Tardif and Roch Manitouabeouich made 
contact with some of the outlying Native settlements. 
They encouraged nomadic Natives to use the facilities of 
the various trading posts that had been set up for the 
operation of the fur trade. The posts were the “middle 
link” between the trappers and the “Company”. There 
were three types of trappers: a) the trappers that were li-
censed by the authorities of the Company b) the itinerant 
unlicensed trappers known as the “coureurs de bois” c) the 
Natives who trapped and traded with the Company. 

   



There was a policy of expansion in an attempt to dominate the trade. Forts and trading posts were built with the help of 
explorers and traders. Licensed, unlicensed and Native trappers bartered their furs at the fur trading post of their choice, 
usually the post nearest his hunting area. French influence extended west, north, and south. Treaties were negotiated 
with native groups, and fur trading became very profitable and organized. The system worked well and was rather ef-
ficient.196

Coureurs de bois
By 1645, a new social group emerged. The coureurs de bois were entrepreneur woodsmen engaged in all aspects of fur 
trading rather than being focused on only the transportation of fur trade goods. They achieved business advantages by 
travelling deeper into the wilderness to barter and trade directly with Native people as the opportunity arose. In the 
1660s, there were between 500 and 800 of them in the Great Lakes region. The coureurs de bois were relatively young 
men, usually between 20 and 30 years of age who had physical endurance, were unafraid of danger and unafraid of the 
unknown. They would usually set off in the spring, travelling in bark canoes filled with goods to the “Upper Country” 
of the Great Lakes region, returning only in the fall. Some made it their way of life, while others made but a few trading 
trips prior to settling on a plot of land. They were for the most part illiterate and therefore did not leave many written 
documents.197 The coureurs de bois’ zenith preceded the voyageur era, and later on, voyageurs partially replaced them. 
For those coureurs de bois who continued, the term picked up the additional meaning of “unlicensed” because the King 
of France decided to control the traders by publishing an edict limiting who could participate in fur and pelt trading in 
New France.198 199 200

(Note: Some years later, in 1679, Intendant Jacques Duchesneau de la Doussinière et d’Ambault estimated that between 
five and six hundred coureurs de bois were plying the rivers of the western interior. The following year, he revised his 
estimation to eight hundred out of a total population of 9,700 in the St. Lawrence River Valley settlements. According to 



Duchesneau, every family in New France could count at least one coureur de bois.201) 

 

Voyageurs

*Joseph Girard (Jolicoeur) declared his occupation as 
“Voyageur” on the birth document for his son, Julien Girard 
born 5 June 1860.

Joseph was born 28 January 1823

 deceased age 68 on 22 June 1891

*my 2 × great grandfather

Source: Drouin Collection 1858-1862 Page 112 of 227

As the fur trade moved deeper into the wilderness, the transportation of the furs and trading goods increased, becom-
ing a larger part of the business process. Authorities issued permits (congés) to those associated with the licensed canoe 
transportation of fur. They became known as voyageurs, a term which literally means “traveller” in French. Voyageurs 
were for the most part illiterate and therefore did not leave many written documents. 202



    

The voyageurs required food that was high in calories and would not spoil as they traveled. They ate two large meals a 
day – breakfast and dinner. The men began paddling before sunrise, stopping after a 3-hour paddle, just before 8:00 a.m. 
for a meal of pork, beans, and biscuit that was precooked the night before. Biscuits were made from water and flour. The 
voyageurs, while paddling, ate their mid-day snack of pemmican and biscuit around 2:00 p.m., then onward till dusk.  
At night, they settled by the firelight to enjoy a meal of pemmican, dried peas, or cornmeal. Cornmeal was made into 
hominy, a type of thick white porridge combined with bacon fat or bear grease for added taste. At times they would have 
meat or fish that had either been caught or traded for during the day. Voyageurs became known as pork eaters because of 
the amount of pork fat added to their meals.203 

  

The fur trading system 
became complex, and the 
voyageurs, many of whom 
had been independent 
traders, eventually became 
hired laborers.204 From the 
beginning of the fur trade 
in the 1680s until the late 
1870s, the voyageurs were 
the blue-collar workers of 
the Montreal fur trade. 

At their height in the 1810s, they numbered as many as three thousand.205 For the most part, voyageurs were the crew 
hired to man the canoes which carried trade goods and supplies to trading locations and “rendezvous posts” such as 
Grand Portage. And there goods were exchanged for furs.206 They then transported the furs back to Lachine near Mont-
real, and in later years to points on the route to Hudson Bay. Some voyageurs wintered in the back country and trans-
ported the trade goods to farther afield French outposts. The majority of canoe men were French Canadian: typically 
from Montreal, seigneuries and parishes along the St. Lawrence River, and others were from France.



Farming

Large parcels of land, known as a seigneuries, were granted to individuals for establishing farming settlements. This 
created self-sufficiency as well as an economic base through the harvest of farming. As settlements grew, more seigneur-
ies were granted. Almost everyone who arrived in New France could have land, since much was available. Farming 
was arduous work; first the land had to be cleared. And those who took up farming, for the most part, had not previ-
ously been farmers in France. They had to learn the skill quickly to feed their families. During their first year trees were 
cleared. From the felled trees, a cabin was built. A vegetable garden was planted and perhaps there was even time to 
build a barn before winter arrived. The second year, they cleared more land enabling the sowing of wheat the following 
year. Typically it was later when a proper house was built.

 

my 9 × great-grandparents:

Abraham Martin dit L’Ecossois and Marguerite-Geneviève 
Langlois, arrived in New France around 1620. They owned, 
farmed, and raised their nine children on the land that historic-
ally becomes known as:

 “The Plains of Abraham”.

Sometimes it took a farmer several years to clear all the land for planting. And typically by that time their children num-
bered six or more, and though production may have met their own needs, there wasn’t much, if any surplus, to sell in the 
village market to augment their income.

  



Louis Hébert and Marie 
Rollet are known to be the 
first farmers at Quebec 
City. Within two years  
Abraham Martin and 
Marguerite Langlois are 
also farming. 

Title: Sowing The First 
Wheat In Canada Quebec 

1619

A big event judging by 
the audience: presumably 

Champlain, priest and 
other colonists. 

Artist: JD Kelly - Watercolour 

  

  

Clearing Land: Once 
trees were felled, the 
trunks were burned. 
The lumber was either 
cut for firewood and or 
used as building ma-
terial.



Seigneuries and Habitants 
When Robert Giffard founded the Beauport (Quebec) Seigneury in 1634, he became one of the first colonizing Seigneurs 
of New France. The colonists who settled on Giffard’s seigneury were there to start a family and establish permanent 
residence in the colony. Choosing to farm rather than living off the fur trade was rare at the time. Below is a depiction of 
an established seigneury, and the clothing styles of a typical Habitant. 

A seigneury was a substantial block of land situated near a river and each block became much like a small separate vil-
lage. The person who controlled a seigneury was the seigneur who had ultimate authority as master within its bound-
aries. The seigneur would divide the block into separated long strips of land, so that all would have access to the water.207 

 

    

The seigneur on his own plot, built a house, a flour mill, and contributed to the construction of the church. The land 
strips were leased to habitant tenants who then built a house and farmed the land. During a few days per year the habi-
tants were required to perform unpaid labor for the seigneur. Also required was an annual percentage of their harvest 
in payment to the seigneur. These habitant tenants were called censitaires.208 The seigneur was required to report to the 
*Intendant of the colony, the statistics concerning the population, the amount of land being used, and included the cens 
(taxes) that had been paid. (*The Intendant controlled the colony’s entire civil administration with a particular focus 



upon settlement and economic development, as well as the administration of justice.)

There were a great many disputes concerning seigneuries and during that time period, the disputes filled the courts.

my 9 x great-grandfather:

Olivier Le Tardif was promoted by Champlain as Head Clerk 
to conduct the “inner affairs” of the 100 Associates Company 
at the Habitation Quebec office. He received jointly with Jean 
Nicollet, in May 1637, a commoner’s grant of 160 acres of land 
situated in Belleborne on the outskirts of Quebec City.

Previously, for a period of eight years, Le Tardif had been out 
and about promoting and setting up trading posts for the 100 
Associates Company. Now based at L’Habitation, the travelling 
aspect of his lifestyle had come to an end.

Likewise the travelling days came to an end for Roch 
Manitouabeouich who settled down in Sillery, Quebec



Early ancestors in New France (Canada)

Map of the area and settlements referred to—in the early days. 



Roch Manitouabeouich

and

 Oueou Outchibahanoukoueou
my and my siblings

10 x great grandparents (from the   
Laviolette side of the family) 

Below is a live link to Roots Reflections 
web page for this couple:

when you are on the web page

click on any person

to see their page,

all the pictures,

and documents, etc

 http://www.rootsreflections.ca/relation-
ship.php?altprimarypersonID=&saved
personID=I347&secondpersonID=&ma
xrels=1&disallowspouses=0&generatio
ns=15&tree=tree2&primarypersonID=I

1022 

 

http://www.rootsreflections.ca/relationship.php?altprimarypersonID=&savedpersonID=I347&secondpersonID=&maxrels=1&disallowspouses=0&generations=15&tree=tree2&primarypersonID=I1022
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/relationship.php?altprimarypersonID=&savedpersonID=I347&secondpersonID=&maxrels=1&disallowspouses=0&generations=15&tree=tree2&primarypersonID=I1022
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/relationship.php?altprimarypersonID=&savedpersonID=I347&secondpersonID=&maxrels=1&disallowspouses=0&generations=15&tree=tree2&primarypersonID=I1022
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/relationship.php?altprimarypersonID=&savedpersonID=I347&secondpersonID=&maxrels=1&disallowspouses=0&generations=15&tree=tree2&primarypersonID=I1022
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/relationship.php?altprimarypersonID=&savedpersonID=I347&secondpersonID=&maxrels=1&disallowspouses=0&generations=15&tree=tree2&primarypersonID=I1022
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/relationship.php?altprimarypersonID=&savedpersonID=I347&secondpersonID=&maxrels=1&disallowspouses=0&generations=15&tree=tree2&primarypersonID=I1022


Oueou Outchibahanoukoueou and Roch Manitouabeouich
my 10 x great-grandparents: First Nations Couple:

Sillery: By 1646, the Jesuits had a mission at Saint-François de Sillery, Quebec. They and Christian Hurons from Huronia 
(Midland Ontario) sought shelter after being driven out by the Iroquois from their Saint-Marie-des-Hurons mission near 
Huronia.209 

Presumably, Roch and Oueou met and fell in love in Sillery, Quebec. Although the Jesuits kept some records of some 
baptisms and weddings between Native people, there is no documented marriage record for Roch and Oueou. [Native 
marriages were monogamous and could be terminated by either partner. This was rare if children were involved.210 ]

 

First Nations Marriage
about 1625 in Sillery, Quebec

 
“Oueou” Outchibahanoukoueou
Daughter of First Nations Couple

To 

Roch Manitouabeouich
Son of First Nations Couple

  

From their union it is known they had two children. 

Of significance is their first-born child, my 9 x great-grandmother Marie-Olivier-Silvestre [Manitouabeouich] 
born about 1624, who married Martin Prevost in Quebec City in 1644. 

A second child named: Ouasibiskounesout “François” Manitouabeouich who is also known as Manitoueabeouichit. 
OUSIBISKOUNESOUT-Francois [Manitouabeouich] and known as François Manitouabeouich, born about September 
1637, Quebec City. Named François at his 11th of November, 1637 baptism, by his godfather, François Derré de Gand, who 



also gifted his godson with French clothing. (It has mistakenly been reported that Roch was baptized on this date, when 
it was in fact his son.)

Their two known children are mentioned in the Jesuit Relations entry:

“On the 14th of the same month, we baptized in our Chapel at Kebec, with the holy ceremonies of the Church, a little 
child a few months old; its parents had named it Ouasibiskounesout, and Monsieur Gand called it François. This poor 
little one was very sick, but God soon afterwards restored it to health. Its father’s name was Mantoueabeouichit, and its 
mother’s, Outchibahabanoukoueou. They have given [page 91] one of their children, a little girl, to sieur Olivier, who 
cherishes her tenderly; he provides for her, and is having her brought up in the French way. If this child occasionally 
goes back to the Cabins of the Savages, her father, very happy to see his daughter well clothed and in very good condi-
tion, does not allow her to remain there long, sending her back to the house where she belongs. But to return to our 
little François. When his parents came back from the woods in the early Spring, Monsieur Gand, who is as charitable 
as possible to these poor barbarians, recognized his little godson; calling him by name, this poor little fellow answered 
him falteringly, but in so pretty a way,—he is indeed a very beautiful child,—that Monsieur Gand straightway had a 
[35] little dress made for him in the French fashion. As soon as he shall be in a condition to be taught, I hope we shall 
get him for instruction; his father and mother promised this when he was baptized.   Baptism: 11 Nov 1637, Quebec, 
Quebec, Canada”—Jesuit Relations Vol 11, p13211

“Oueou”: It is said she was, born in about 1602, to an *Abenaki band living along the Bécancour River, Quebec. Oral hist-
ories, Jesuit Relations, historians, and others indicate that she is claimed as an ancestor by many Abenaki tribal members. 
Not much is known about her early life, but it is in Sillery, Quebec, where Outchibahanouk Oueou meets her future hus-
band, Roch Manitoueabeouich. [*Abenaki peoples: As the white people encroached upon them, the Abenaki gradually 
withdrew from the coast of Maine, USA to New France (today Canada) and chiefly settled at Bécancour and Sillery, the 
latter being afterward abandoned by them for St. Francis, near Pierreville, Quebec. The Abenaki formed an early attach-
ment for the French, chiefly through the influence of the missionaries, and carried on an almost constant war with the 
English until the fall of French power in America.212

Roch Manitouabeouich: born about 1600 on the shores of Lake Huron, Ontario, Canada; son of First Nations lineage; 
deceased  on the 3rd of November, 1644 (age 44) Quebec, Canada. We can surmise by his Christian name Roch that it’s in 
reference to St. Roch the patron saint, implying he had been named so through the baptismal ritual. Also, we can deduce 
that he had been in the company of Jesuits. Being baptized, he would have understood and could speak at least some 
French—in order to meet the prerequisite religious teachings as well as comprehension of same—prior to the baptism.

In the early history of the fur trade we come across the name Roch Manitouabeouich with reference to Olivier Le Tardif. 
Perhaps their paths had crossed while Le Tardif was learning his trade as interpreter. In any event, when Le Tardif was 
tasked with the responsibility of setting up trading posts to open up the fur trade in the St. Lawrence valley, Roch was 
hired as his scout, guide, translator, and travelling companion. Roch would likely have been relied upon as a go-between 
in a cultural and geo-political sense, and in the choosing of strategic locations for the trading posts. It was Olivier Le 
Tardif’s responsibility to manage and establish the construction of the post, to be in charge of its supplies, trading goods 
and all it entailed. 

(Note: During the earliest days of the New France fur trade, Champlain brought European youths such as Étienne Brulet, 



and Nicholas Marsolet (11 × great-grandfather of my children on their father’s side) to live at Huronia (today Georgian 
Bay) as documented in Jesuit journals. The youths were living among the Hurons to learn their language, and social 
customs with an intent to forge lasting bonds and alliances. Likely Olivier Le Tardif was also one of the youths who 
later became an interpreter for the 100 Associates Company and a personal representative and interpreter for Samuel de 
Champlain.213)

Likely as was typical in early spring, they would have assembled in a canoe brigade of six or more loaded with construc-
tion supplies, trading goods and construction crew. And no doubt they canoed and trekked through the rivers and for-
ests of the Great Lakes region for as many as eight years. [From their small beginnings, many of the trading posts even-
tually evolved into small settlements, forts, villages, towns and ultimately becoming the Canadian cities of today such as 
Montreal, Ottawa, and Toronto.]

The travelling aspect of Roch Manitouabeouich’s lifestyle came to an end when Le Tardif was promoted as Head Clerk 
based entirely at the L’Habitation (Quebec City) office. Though each lived in their own milieu, the bond of friendship, 
trust, and loyalty between these two men endured, judging by later events which came to pass. Roch also settled down 
to a more domesticated way of life, in his own environment, living among the Huron settlement at Sillery near Quebec 
City. And, according to Father Hierosme Lalemant, in a document dated the 10th of May, 1661, Roch is domiciled at Sillery 
living amongst the Hurons as a chief.

    



Marie-Olivier-Sylvestre [Manitouabeouich] and Martin Prevost214

my 9 x great grandparents

 

Marriage 3 November 1644 in Quebec 
(City), Canada

Marie-Olivier-Sylvestre (at age 20)
Daughter of Roch Manitouabeouich and 

“Oueou” Outchibahanoukoueou

To

Martin Prevost (at age 33)
Son of Pierre Prevost and Charlotte Vien

 

Below is a live link to Roots Reflections 
web page for this couple. When you are 
on the web page click on any person 
to see their page, all the pictures, and 
documents, etc

http://www.rootsreflections.ca/relation-
ship.php?altprimarypersonID=&savedpe
rsonID=&secondpersonID=I347&maxrel
s=1&disallowspouses=0&generations=15
&tree=tree2&primarypersonID=I998

Theirs was the first marriage on re-
cord between a Native and a French 
colonist in Quebec City. The nuptials 
were witnessed by Olivier Le Tardif and 
Guillaume Couillard.

Her origin is stated as “Sauvagesse” 
and it is recorded that her father Roch 
Manitouabeouich, is  “Indien” and  moth-
er is Outchibahanoukoueou.

Their signed marriage contract was drawn up by Notary Piraube and dated 27 December 1639.215

From their union, they had 9 children (sadly 4 died before the age of 11).

Of significance was their sixth child, Jean Prevost, my 8 × great-grandfather, born the 31st of January, 1660, Beau-
port, Quebec,who married Françoise-Marie Leblanc; Jean died on the 24th of May, 1706 (age 48), Beauport, Que-
bec; Françoise-Marie Leblanc died in 1680 (age 78).

Marie-Olivier-Sylvestre deceased the 10th of September, 1665 (Age 49) Burial: the 12th of September, 1665, and burried 
in the Côte de la Montagne Cemetery located in downtown Quebec City. She was a grandmother of 36 grandchildren. 
Within a span of 18 years, Marie was birthing 1 infant very 2 years, and was either pregnant or nursing during those 2 
years; she died shortly after giving birth to her last child, Thérèse.

She is known legally by her father’s name, Manit8eabe8ich. The missionary performing the baptism gave her the name 
of Marie in honor of the Virgin Mary: she was also given the name of Sylvestre, meaning “one who comes from the 
forest” or “one who lives in the forest” and in accordance with the custom of the times, was given the name Olivier in 
honour of her godfather Olivier Le Tardif.

http://www.rootsreflections.ca/relationship.php?altprimarypersonID=&savedpersonID=&secondpersonID=I347&maxrels=1&disallowspouses=0&generations=15&tree=tree2&primarypersonID=I998
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/relationship.php?altprimarypersonID=&savedpersonID=&secondpersonID=I347&maxrels=1&disallowspouses=0&generations=15&tree=tree2&primarypersonID=I998
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/relationship.php?altprimarypersonID=&savedpersonID=&secondpersonID=I347&maxrels=1&disallowspouses=0&generations=15&tree=tree2&primarypersonID=I998
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/relationship.php?altprimarypersonID=&savedpersonID=&secondpersonID=I347&maxrels=1&disallowspouses=0&generations=15&tree=tree2&primarypersonID=I998
http://www.rootsreflections.ca/relationship.php?altprimarypersonID=&savedpersonID=&secondpersonID=I347&maxrels=1&disallowspouses=0&generations=15&tree=tree2&primarypersonID=I998


When Marie Olivier Sylvestre was about ten years old, Olivier Le Tardif, in his generous way and in respect for Roch 
Manitouabeouich, his friend and servant, adopted the young Native girl as his own daughter, though she never carried 
the Le Tardif family name. Adoption was a central element in Native cultures as the Jesuits were quick to recognize.216 

  

It is interesting to note that 
even though Marie Olivier 
Sylvestre was raised in great 
part in the French manner 
and had married a French 
colonist, documents clearly 
demonstrate that she was 
always identified, and she 
as well as her spouse identi-
fied her as a “savage” of the 
Algonquin Nation.

Her wellbeing was attended to by Le Tardif throughout her growing-up years; she even received an education with the 
Ursuline Nuns. The adoption enabled and provided her with the opportunity to be educated “à la française” and reared 
in the same manner as a well-to-do French girl. She boarded with Marie Rollet, a teacher (widow of Louis Hébert, apoth-
ecary: they were considered the first settlers to clear land in New France) and was privately tutored in the household of 
Marie Rollet and Guillaume Hubou, her spouse by a second marriage.217 

Teacher of Native and Colonist children: Marie Rollet (my 9 × great-grandcousin).218 219 It is well known that she 
had many Native/Metis children in her home for many years. Marie-Olivier Sylvestre is the only Native girl who was 
recorded by her godfather Olivier Le Tardif de Honnefleur as having been in the Marie Rollet household. She taught 
them how to be French. It is also known that between 1617-1649, Champlain encouraged young French bachelors to 
marry available native/mixed blood girls, especially those taught by families in the colony. Marie Rollet continued with 
her teaching of native children after Champlain’s death in 1635. This being true, then many girls were available as 
wives for French and Metis men. (Marie Rollet’s young Native men also became citizens of the colony of New France 
and as well intermarried with available Native girls). 



    

The heated debate: Was Marie-Olivier Sylvestre Huron or Algonquin?  PRDH (Programme of Research in Demographic 
History) indicates Algonquin origin. Also, Martin Prevost speaks of his Algonquin spouse. And in May 1661 it is written:

“It is because of their charity toward his Algonquin spouse that the Jesuits ceded him [Martin Prevost] a plot of land 
and a house in the Lower City of Québec, and reduced the annual rental”.220 

There are at least two original historically verifiable documents available in the National Archives of Quebec that, under 
the notarized signature of Martin Prevost in 1661 and 1668 respectively, confirms very clearly that she was a “Savage of 
the Algonquin Nation” (French wording: (Sauvagesse Nation de Algonquine). Not “Huron” or “Abenaki”. The nations were 
different from one another at the time and still are today. Her Algonquin Nation origin is based on irrefutable historical 
documents. Here are the primary source original French documents; Thwaites, The Jesuit Relations and Allied Documents, 
volume 11: 1610-1791,  p.13. Additionally, according to Father Hierosme Lalemant, in a document dated 10 May 1661, she 
was living amongst the HURONS with her father, Chief of the Huron. This document is now at the Métis Nation of On-
tario and the Algonquin Nation Tribal Council, Mattawa/North Bay First Nation Algonquin group, part of the Golden 
Lake Land Claim. The board reviewed these documents and approved this lineage to be 100% Algonquin.

[NOTE: Marie Manitouabeouich is recognized as Abenaki from the Vermont Abenakis Nations because her mother 
was Algonquin Abenaki born in Bécancour when at that time most Indians of Bécancour were Abenakis. Also the 
descendants of Mary Manitouabeouich in Quebec, being connected to family clans of the Vermont Abenakis, can apply 
for their Indian status from Vermont.]

Martin Prevost: born the 4th of January 1611, deceased the 26th of January, 1691, Age 80; son of Pierre Prevost and 
Charlotte Vien, of Montreuil-sur-le-Bois-de-Vincennes, a northeastern suburb of Paris, France.221 Martin Prevost had five 
brothers and one sister; Arrival in New France (Quebec City) by 1639. His presence is verified at L’Habitation working at 
the trading post:



 “1639; signe [can read & write] age 28; from France; Inventory Management Agent for the 100 Associates; in 1641 
[signature] as Receiving; marriage 3 Nov 1644 l’Algonquine Marie-Olivier *Manit8abé8iche”.222

 

From the time of their marriage 
until his death, we find Martin 
Prevost settled at Beauport as 
a “habitant,” or farmer, which 
did not prevent him from hav-
ing a piece of land and a house 
at Beaupré in Quebec City in 
1667. Martin Prevost was a 
friend of the Marie Rollet and 
Guillaume Hubou family, and a 
close personal friend of Olivier 
Le Tardif.  The photo depicts 
the Beauport village circa 1645.

  

The Beauport farm and rental details Source: Pistard Archives, BAnQ Québec and excerpt: Jesuits in May 1661:223

Land Contract between: Martin Prevost and his wife Marie-Olivier [Sylvestre], femme dudit Provost, Algonquienne 
[Amérindienne] (10 mai 1661) and les Révérends Pères Jésuites: Note: wife aka Marie-Olivier Manitouabeouich:

“It is because of their charity toward his Algonquin spouse that the Jesuits ceded him a plot of land and a house in the 
Lower City of Quebec, and reduced the annual rental”224 225 

    

Memorial in Beauport, Quebec, Canada:

Plaque Text [translation]:

1644 – 1994, On this land Martin Prévost and 
his Algonquin spouse Marie Manitouabb8itch 
raised their 8 children. First Franco-Amerindian 
Marriage in New France – 3 November 1644.

Prevost – Prevost Association of America, Inc. 25 
June 1994.



English Translation: of Church Plaque at Saint-Pierre-et-Saint-Paul Church in Montreuil, Diocese de Saint-Denis, Mon-
treuil, France. 

Honoring Martin Prevost baptized here on the 4th January 1611 a notable ancestor of the Prevosts of French America. 
First Pioneer of New France who married an Amerindian Marie Manitouabeo8ch—3 November 1644. Arthur Prev-
ost, Jounalist; Robert Prevost, Author

   

“Martin Prevost (1611-1691) is part of the first 
wave of immigration to the New World, which, 
from 1608 to 1660, sees two thousand two hun-
dred French leave France aboard ships, making 
a 6 to 8 week precarious voyage.

Arriving at the Quebec fort in 1635 Martin 
Prevost works at the store of the Hundred 
Associates Company founded in 1627.  

Martin Prévost remains known for another rea-
son: he is the first French Quebec colonist who 
married, on November 3, 1644 an Indian, Marie 
Manitouabewich daughter of a Huron chief. 
From their union they had ten children.”226 

Church Plaque: in 
Saint-Pierre-et-Saint-

Paul
 Montreuil, France.

         

Prevost 
Family 
Crest

  



Links to the Métis Communities:

Our Métis Ancestor Lineage: Ontario Métis  http://www.omfrc.org/ 

Joining a Tribe Métis Registration Ontario: http://www.metisnation.org/registry/citizenship/apply-here

Qualifying as a Métis Intertribal: http://www.canadianmetis.com/Qualifying.htm 

The Abenaki Nation of Vermont, http://www.cowasuck.org/aln8bak/2010/issue_03/10_03.pdf

Note: As a direct descendant of Marie-Olivier-Silvestre Manitouabeouich I am at liberty to self-declare my lineage as Métis with the 
knowledge that every descending generation, 9 x great grandmother, can be supported through authoritative documents concerning 
birth and marriage for each individual and couple down the lineage (RootsReflection.ca). If I were to act upon formally joining a Na-
tive tribe, I would print the lineage, each couple’s proof of birth and marriage and add my own proof of birth, (obviously my children 
would require my proof of birth and marriage) and mail the package to the appropriate chosen tribe. Each individual must submit their 
own request. There is a fee upon submission and a yearly fee to maintain one’s standing in the tribe. From submission to acceptance 
may take three months or more. Note: one can only join one tribe. 

Martin Prevost was married a second time in 1665, to Marie d’Abancourt, the widow of both Jean Jollyet and of Gefroy 
Guillot. Marie d’Abancourt, was deceased between 1678-1681; she and Martin Prevost did not have any children from 
their union. In 1681 Martin was a habitant in Beauport, Quebec where he was enumerated a widower with son Jean Pas-
cal age 22, son Jean age 20, daughter Marie age 17 and two domestics Jean Proust and Antoine Lesuire ages 25 and 16 
respectively, both single males. Towards the end of his life, Martin Prevost signed his name “Provost.” His descendants 
have adopted one or other of the two spellings.227  He died on 16 January 1691, age 80 in Beauport, Quebec.

http://www.omfrc.org/
http://www.metisnation.org/registry/citizenship/apply-here
http://www.canadianmetis.com/Qualifying.htm
http://www.cowasuck.org/aln8bak/2010/issue_03/10_03.pdf


Abraham Martin

and

Marguerite Langlois
my and my siblings’

9 × great-grandparents (from the 
Robert side of the family)

Below is a live link to Roots 
Reflections web page for this 
couple.

when you are on the web page

click on any person

to see their page,

all the pictures,

and documents, etc

http://www.rootsreflections.ca/
relationship.php?altprimaryper
sonID=&savedpersonID=&sec
ondpersonID=I347&maxrels=1
&disallowspouses=0&generati
ons=15&tree=tree2&primarype
rsonID=I1367
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Marguerite Langlois and Abraham Martin228

my 9 × great-grandparents:

Marriage before 1620 in France

Marguerite-Geneviève Langlois (age 23)
daughter of Guillaume Langlois and Jeanne 

Millette

To

Abraham Martin (dit “l’Écossais” or “Maître 
Abraham” (age 26)

son of unknown parentage

From their union they had 9 children. Of their three sons: Eustache had no children; Adrien joined the Jesuits, and 
Charles became a priest. Their 6 daughters married and had families of their own. 

Of significance were my 8 × great-grandparents: Marguerite-Marie Martin married 22nd of May, 1638 in 
Beaupré, Quebec, Etienne Racine; they had eight children who married and had families of their own.

Marguerite-Geneviève Langlois, within a span of 27 years gave birth to 9 children (averaging pregnancy every 3 years, 
birthing 1 infant every 4 and nursing for 1 year out of every three). Marguerite was born the 18th of February, 1595 in 
Montpellier, France. She arrived in New France in 1620 with her spouse and children, her sister Françoise Langlois ac-
companied by her spouse Pierre Desportes, and infant Marie-Hélène. The little group, who were the earliest settlers at 
L’Habitation, arrived at Tadoussac, Quebec aboard the Le Sallemande on August 30, 1620, and from there were transferred 
to the Kebec Habitation.

An Event: In 1620, Champlain’s wife Hélène Bouille arrived at L’Habitation.



   

During Hélène Bouille’s four year visit 
in New France, she was known to spend 
some of her time with Marie Rollet, and 
it is said, she spent a great deal of time 
with the Langlois sisters, Marguerite and 
Françoise.

She had frequently confided her misery 
in her current situation, so when she re-
turned home four years later to stay ever-
more in France, it came as no surprise. 
She and Champlain more or less lived 
separate lives and had no children. When 
Champlain died in 1635, Hélène became a 
nun joining the Ursuline Order following 
her dream, and later founded a convent of 
same.

Second Marriage: Marguerite-Genevieve Langlois was widowed in 1664 and married René Branche. Within 2 years of 
her second marriage she died on the 17th of December, 1665, at age 70 in Quebec City; widow of Abraham Martin; moth-
er of 9 children; and grandmother of 45 grandchildren.

Abraham Martin (dit “l’Écossais” or “Maître Abraham”) was born in 1589 in France; married about 1620 in France; de-
ceased the 8th of September, 1664 at age 75 in Quebec City; spouse of Marguerite-Geneviève Langlois; father of 9 known 
children; son of unknown parentage (there are a great many conjectures in absence of credible sources); arrival as a col-
onist 1620 New France, one of the earliest settlers at L’Habitation; occupation: river pilot (in his day was labeled as being 
“King’s Pilot” of the Gulf of St. Lawrence); he could not read or write; Habitant farmer who raised livestock on his land; 
friend to Champlain who bequeathed Abraham 600 livres to pay for clearing more land on the farm. Their cleared land 
would ultimately become an historical site.

Abraham’s parentage continues to be a mystery to genealogists. Another mystery is: why he was known as “dit 
L’Ecossais” / “the Scotsman.” Conjectures abound. He may have been in New France as early as 1614 working as a ship’s 
navigator for Jean de Biencourt, who was trying to set up a settlement in what later became Acadia. A few years later, 
maybe as early as 1617 or as late as 1620, Abraham was recruited by fur-trading interests to join a small group of settlers 
going to Quebec. He married Marguerite Langlois and shortly thereafter set sail for New France. They arrived at Tadous-
sac aboard the Le Sallemande, on August 30, 1620, and from there went on to the Kebec Habitation.

Though many colonists were transported to England, when the British (i.e. the Kirke brothers) captured Quebec in 1629, 
and until 1632 when the colony reverted back to France, Abraham Martin, his spouse Marguerite Langlois and their chil-
dren: Marguerite, 5 years old; and Hélène, 2 years, and a relative Anne, 25 years old, were a portion of the few families 
who remained at the colony.229 



Abraham Martin, at age 60, on the 15th of February, 1649, was taken into custody for allegations of improper conduct 
with regard to a young girl in Quebec. (Note: There are an absence of charges, a trial, or conviction in historical court 
records.) The Jesuits in 1649 recorded this: 

“on the pith, occurred the first execution by the hand of the hangman, in the case of a Creature of 15 or 16 years, a 
thief.” [Abraham Martin] “his trial is postponed till the arrival of the vessels”230

At the age of 75, Abraham Martin died on the 8th of September, 1664 Quebec City. At the age of 68 his widow, Marguer-
ite Langlois married René Branche who settled Abraham’s estate. From the estate the spouses of Abraham’s surviving 
daughters each received 92 livres (equivalent to about a year’s wages): Étienne Racine, spouse of Marguerite, Jean Clouti-
er, spouse of Marie, Nicolas Forget, spouse of Madeleine, and Jacques Rattém spouse of Anne.

An eight foot granite memorial was erected by the Canadian Pacific Company to recognize Abraham Martin as the first 
Canadian river pilot as part of a campaign to honor leading Canadian personages. Henri Hébert designed and carved 
the monument with the inauguration taking place on 12 May 1922. It’s located in Québec City’s old port, at the intersec-
tion of Abraham-Martin and Dalhousie streets.

    

Text: 

‘This monument recalls to 
passers by Abraham Martin 
called “The Scot” first “Kings 
Pilot” on the St. Lawrence 
who tilled the land on the il-
lustrious plains which bear 
his name.’ [i.e. The Plains of 
Abraham]

 

History remembers Abraham through the land he and his spouse, Marguerite Langlois, owned and farmed. Today it’s  
known as The Plains of Abraham. Background story of the farm land:

In 1635 Abraham Martin received 12 acres from the Company of New France. Ten years later he received an addi-
tional 20 acres as a gift from le Sieur Adrien Du Chesne, a Navy surgeon. Divided between the Lower Town and 
the Quebec promontory, his property extended from the area around the Saint-Charles River to the Grande Allée, 
encompassing a good portion of what is today the Saint-Jean-Baptiste district. Contrary to the usual practice, history 
has used Abraham Martin’s first name rather than his second name. The name was used quite early, with the topo-
nym “Abraham” having first been recorded in writing back in the 18th century, at which time it was used in reference 



to various geographical indications. It is found in some notaries’ acts to designate the northern escarpment of the 
Quebec City promontory. This slope, which is gentler than the cliff facing the river to the south, was called the “côte 
d’Abraham.” The toponym was also used to name a road. On a map from 1734, “rue d’abraham” is shown running 
into the “Chemin de La grande allez.” The toponym was probably very much a part of popular parlance, but was of-
ficialized in connection with the events of 1759–60 by the militaries, both French and British. Referring to the heights 
of the promontory, a strategic site in the city’s defence, le Chevalier de Lévis wrote in his journal, “On the night of the 
18th to the 19th [July 1759], they [the British] had four ships positioned above the city, putting that part of it in dan-
ger. Detachments were sent to the heights of Abraham […]. “ Lévis describes a hill that he calls “la côte d’Abraham” 
“running roughly parallel to the St. Lawrence River and into it at the mouth of the Rivière du Cap rouge.” Not to be 
outdone, the British military, in the person of John Knox, a captain of the 43rd Infantry Regiment, wrote in his journal, 
published later as The Siege of Quebec, that after disembarking at l’Anse-aux Foulons and scaling the cliff, the troops 
“marched towards the town by files, till we came to the plains of Abraham.”231 

Abraham and Marguerite’s descendants later sold that parcel of land to the Ursuline nuns. [Today the site is a city 
park in Quebec City, and the National Battlefields Commission compares it to that of Central Park in New York City 
or Hyde Park in London. The park is utilized by 4 million visitors and tourists who annually gather for outdoor con-
certs, festivals, sports, relaxation, and especially during Fête nationale du Québec celebrations, the Quebec Winter 
Carnival, and the Quebec City Summer Festival.]

Chance had chosen this rustic spot, this peaceful patch of a farmer’s field which became in 1759 a giant stage on which 
the fortunes of war would decide the fate of two nations. Though victorious, when Wolfe had selected the site of the most 
famous battle in Canadian history, he had also selected upon the date of his death, while leading the British Forces as 
General James Wolfe against the French forces led by the Marquis de Montcalm. The fate of Quebec fell into the hands 
of the British.232 In terms of size, it was not an epic battle, but in terms of its effect on the course of world history—it was 
enormous. At the time, the influence of France’s control extended across most of North America giving them access to 
the lucrative fur, timber, and other resources of the continent. It included most of what was to become Canada and the 
central U.S. Far upstream, stood the political and military centre of New France—the Fortress of Quebec. This walled 
city, on a high cliff, strategically overlooked the St Lawrence River that enabled access to the interior of North America. It 
was an impediment to a British overall victory. Taking the Fortress of Quebec did put an end to France’s strategic control 
upon the continent.

The next page shows an old postcard showing the fortress “Citadel” of Quebec City on an inaccessible steep cliff with the 
Plains of Abraham behind. French forces were arranged to the east and several kilometres to the west upriver, but egos 
and disputes on the French side left a weak spot close to the citadel which Wolfe exploited to finally get his forces within 
striking distance of the city.



  



Olivier Le Tardif

and

Barbe Emard 
my and my siblings

9 × great-grandparents (from the 
Robert side of the family)

Below is a live link to Roots 
Reflections web page for this 
couple:

when you are on the web page

click on any person

to see their page,

all the pictures,

and documents, etc

http://www.rootsreflections.ca/
relationship.php?altprimarype
rsonID=&savedpersonID=I244
&secondpersonID=347&maxre
ls=1&disallowspouses=0&gene
rations=15&tree=tree2&primar
ypersonID=I1193
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Barbe Emard and Olivier Le Tardif
my 9 × great-grandparents:

Marriage La Rochelle, France
21 May 1648

Barbe Emard (age 29)
Daughter of Jean Emard (Aymard) and 

Marie Bineau

To
Olivier Le Tardif (age 44)

Son of Jean Tardif and Clemence Houart

  

Both had previously been married before:

Widow: Barbe Emard (age 25) had previ-
ously married, in 1644, Gilles Michel (age 
23) in France. Their son Olivier Michel ac-
companied her to New France.

Widower: Olivier Le Tardif (age 23) had pre-
viously married on the 3rd of November, 
1637 in Quebec, Louise Couillard age 12 
(consummated 2 years later); deceased at 
age 16. Their only son Pierre did not sur-
vive. 

[Note: Though he resided in Quebec, Le 
Tardif often made the long commute to 
France as an employee of the fur-trading 
monopoly he was representing.]

Barbe Emard was born in 1619 at St-Andre, Niart, France: deceased at age 40; mother of Barbe-Delphine Tardif and 
Guillaume Tardif who had families of their own;  widow of Gilles Michel, their one surviving son had a family of his 
own; grandmother of 20 grandchildren.

Of significance are my 8 × great-grandparents: Marriage: 28 April 1687: Guillaume Letardif age 32, and Mar-
guerite Godin age 22, at L’Ange-Gardien, Montmorency, Quebec. From their union they had 9 children who mar-
ried and had families of their own. Marguerite Godin was born on the 8th of March, 1665; daughter of Charles Godin 
and Marie Boucher.

The Emard Sisters (also know as Aymard, Esmard): 

Prior to Barbe and Le Tardif ’s wedding on 21 May 1648, her younger sister Madeleine had married Zacharie Cloutier 
(Jr.) the month before, also in La Rochelle, France. Their youngest sister Anne, given that their mother in the meantime 
had passed away, decided to accompany her two elder sisters and their spouses departing for New France later in that 
same year, 1648. (Six of their siblings remained in France.)233 Anne, as a Fille a Marrier (marriageable female) soon 
found a husband and on 16 November 1649, was married to Guillaume Couture, a carpenter.

The Emard sisters in New France: Barbe deceased at age 40, Madeleine at age 81, and Anne at age 72. Between them 



they had a total of 121 grandchildren who went on to have families of their own.

Olivier Le Tardif234 was born about 1604 in Brittany, France; arrival in New France (Quebec) by at least 1621; deceased 
28th of January, 1665 age 64, at Chateau-Richer, Quebec; son of Jean Tardif and Clemence Houart; former colleague of de 
Caëns, Gravé Du Pont, Champlain, Jesuit Paul Le Jeune, and Martin Prevost. (also known as Olivier Le Tardif, Olivier Tardif, 
Sieur Olivier le Tardif de la Porte, Olivier Letardif235 236)

Career: Interpreter in the Montagnais, Algonquian, and Huron languages; assistant clerk for the de Caëns; Head Clerk 
for the One Hundred Associates Company (Compagnie des Cent-Associés); established fur trading posts; Judge for the 
Seigneury of Beaupré Court; “General and Special Procurator” Beaupre.

Le Tardif is cited as being in Quebec City from at least 1621 onward. In 
that year, he signed the report for the leading citizens’ meeting and his 
presence is then noted from time to time as a sub-agent for the 100 Associ-
ates until 1629, when he was by then Assistant Clerk “experienced” in the 
Montagnais, Algonquian, and Huron languages, and served as interpreter.   

Le Tardif lived up to Champlain’s high hopes for him, and became an interpreter of the Huron, Algonquin and Mon-
taignais Native languages. The latter two languages were related, but Huron was as different as Russian is from Eng-
lish. Olivier Le Tardif became the official interpreter for Samuel Champlain himself, and accompanied Champlain on a 
number of his journeys including to the Huron Country (now known as Georgian Bay, Ontario). Champlain professed 
a desire to live peacefully with the natives and learn from them. He sent young men out to live with the native tribes, to 
learn their languages, customs, and ultimately they became the ambassadors. 

David Fischer’s book titled Champlain’s Dream describes Le Tardif:

“As a young man he traded actively with the Indians of the St. Lawrence Valley, lived among them, and learned their 
languages with remarkable success. Champlain began to refer to him as “Olivier le truchement” [the go to guy] and 
wrote that he became as “skilled in the languages of the Montagnais and Algonquin as in those of the Huron,” an 
extraordinary achievement.”

 

For eight years Olivier Le Tardif 
had been out and about estab-
lishing, promoting and setting 
up trading posts for the fur 
trade in the St Lawrence valley. 
The trading posts linked the 
Native trappers to the Company, 
whose headquarters was at 
“L’Habitation au Basseville”. 
(lower Quebec City).



When his job changed to that of Clerk for the company based at L’Habitation, his travelling days had come to an end. In 
about 1635, when she was about 11, Marie-Olivier-Silvestre [Manitouabeouich], daughter of Roch Manitouabeouich, was 
entrusted to Le Tardif. He made arrangements for her to be placed in the home of Marie Rollet and the Ursulines—and 
thus she received an education “in the french way”. Presumably Roch and he knew each other well in result of their fur 
trade activities while setting up trading posts. 

On the 3rd of November, 1637 Le Tardif married for the first time, to 13-year-old Louise Couillard, eldest daughter of 
Guillaume Couillard. He received in May 1637 a commoner’s grant of 160 acres of land—jointly with Jean Nicollet—who 
had become his brother-in-law. The land was situated in Belleborne on the outskirts of Quebec City. Within four years, 
in November 1641 he was widowed. His first wife had one child who died around the age 8. On the 16th of May 1648, he 
married Barbe Emard (also known as Esmard, Aymard) in La Rochelle, France in April, 1646. 

He acquired one-eighth of the Seigneury of Beaupré and documents cite him as Olivier Le Tardif, Lord and Chief Pros-Beaupré and documents cite him as Olivier Le Tardif, Lord and Chief Pros- and documents cite him as Olivier Le Tardif, Lord and Chief Pros-
ecutor. Le Tardif became a member of the Compagnie de Beaupré, with the title “General and Special Procurator” and 
in 1650, as agent of the company (including Lauson, Rosée, Cheffault, and others), the Isle of Orleans had been conceded 
to them. They in turn, granted the land to others between the years 1650 and 1651. From this time onward, until 1659, it 
would appear that he exercised the functions of Seigneurial Judge of Beaupré.

Then in 1653 Le Tardif gave up his Belleborne property, which was to become the Castellany of Coulonge, and obtained 
land where he settled at Chateau-Richer.

 

To the inhabitants of Chateau-Richer he granted 20 concessions of land so that they could officially and properly estab-
lish themselves. Later his “premature senility” apparently caused him to neglect his duties. On the 13th of April 1662 he 
sold his fief in the Seigneury of Beaupré.

Olivier Le Tardif, age 61, died at Chateau-Richer in January 1665, and was buried there on the 28th of that month.237



Commemorative plaque at Chateau-Richer, 
Quebec placed by Les Familles Tardif 
d’Amerique:

Text: Olivier Le Tardif  1602 – 1665

Arrival in New France in 1618

Colleague of Champlain and The 100 
Associates 

Co-Seigneur with Prevost of La Cote De 
Beaupré

Founder of Chateau-Richer 

Principal ancestor with spouse Barbe Esmard 
(Emard) of the Tardif of America 

Buried in the Crypt at Chateau-Richer Church 

The Tardif Families of America this 27 June 
1993
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Mathurine Robin and Jean Guyon
my 11 x great grandparents

Marriage 2 June 1615
St-Jean, Mortagne, Perche, France

Mathurine Robin (age 23)
Daughter of Eustache Robin and 

Mathurine Avrard

To

Jean Guyon (age 23)
Son of Jacques Guyon and Marie Huet

Mathurine Mathurine Robin was born in about 1592 in Perche, France and Jean Guyon was christened on the 18th of Sep-
tember 1592 in Perche, France. From their union they had eight children. Jean and Mathurine were grandparents in their 
early 40s when they arrived in 1634 in New France, accompanied by at least eight children, some of whom had families 
of their own. Of significance are my 10 × great-grandparents:

Marriage: 11th of February 1632 France: Barbe Guyon age 15, (born in 1604, France) married Pierre Paradis age 
28. They also had embarked for New France in 1634, accompanied by their 4 children born in France. By 1650, their 
additional five children were subsequently born in Quebec. Pierre Paradis was a gunsmith and master cutler. He was 
the son of Jacques Paradis and Michele LePelle. 

The Guyon family had joined a group of other families along with some single men through the ongoing Percheron Im-
migration to New France. From the region of Perche settlers were recruited in close collaboration with the brothers Noël 
and Jean Juchereau, and Robert Giffard, the Seigneur of Beauport, Quebec. Giffard offered Jean Guyon and the other 
tradesmen 1,000 arpents (acres) of land with hunting and fishing rights in exchange for three years of service. Under the 
seigneurial system, Jean received a rear fief near Rivière du Buisson (river of bushes) and Jean subsequently attached its 
name to his own, and so he became known as Jean Guyon du Buisson.238 



Jean was a master mason by trade. As a mason, he worked upon a number of building projects including a mill, the par-
ish church of Quebec City and the governor’s residence, to name a few.

      

Jean and Mathurine continued to farm their land at Beauport while he also pursued the extra income via his trade.

The view from 
Beauport  with 
Quebec City in 

the distant back-
ground.



Ultimately, the land became a source of dispute for nine years as both Jean and his friend and colleague, Zacharie Clout-
ier refused to pay the annual taxes to Giffard, and in 1646 the governor of the colony forced them to comply with their 
contractual obligations. These legal cases of the seigneury taxes filled the courts both during the French regime and Brit-
ish regime.

On the 16th of April, 1662 Mathurine Robin at age 70, and Jean Guyon du Buisson, a year later, on the 30th of May 1663 age 
71 were both deceased. After Jean’s death, his heirs engaged in a protracted legal dispute over his lands.

By 1800, married descendents bearing the Guyon name numbered 9,674, the second most popular last name, in result of 
their family’s New France immigration, according to the Historical Demography Research Program by the University of 
Montreal.239 That study enabled neurological researchers to trace 40 cases of classical Friedreich’s ataxia, a rare inherited 
disease, across 12 generations to 14 previously unrelated French-Canadians, kindred to one common ancestral couple: 
Jean Guyon and his wife Mathurine Robin. The disease causes progressive damage to the nervous system resulting in 
symptoms ranging from gait disturbance and speech problems to heart disease. The finding allows for gene chromosom-
al localization studies that had previously been judged to be almost impossible in rare autosomal recessive disorders.240

Their descendants are also known as Dion, and Despres, Dumontier, Lemoine, and in Louisiana as Derbanne. They have 
been linked to the family trees of Madonna, Celine Dion, Stéphane Dion, Hillary Clinton, and Camilla, Duchess of Corn-
wall.241 242 243
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Perrine Mallet and Marin Boucher
my 10 × great-grandparents

Marriage 1629, France

Perrine Mallet (Age 25)
Daughter of Pierre Mallet and Jaqueline-

Francoise Leger

To

Marin Boucher (age 42)
parentage unknown

 

The groom Marin Boucher, (born in 
about 1587 France), was a widower 
who had been previously mar-
ried on the 7th of February 1611, 
at age 23 to Julienne Baril, age 20, 
(born Perche, France daughter of 
Jean Baril and Raouline Creste). At 
age 36 Julienne Baril died on 16th 
December 1627. 

From their union they had 14 chil-
dren, but only François survived 
to make the grand journey to New 
France, and he in 1641 married 
Florence Gareman in Quebec.

From their union they had 7 children, 6 married and had families of their own. 

Of significance are my 9 × great-grandparents: Their sixth child Marie Boucher, born 11 April 1644 in Beauport, 
Quebec, married Charles Gaudin (Godin) on the 6th of November 1656, she at the age of 12 and he at the age of 24. 
They had 17 children, 16 of whom married and had children of their own. Marie died at the age of 86; Charles died 
about age 78. 

 

Before departing for Canada in 1633 Marin sold his house in Mortagne France 
to Jean Guyon. Pictured is the ancestral home in Saint-Langis-de-Mortagne. 
Perche France which still exists today.

In 1634, five years after their marriage, Marin Boucher, a mason by trade 
who was able to read and write, arrived in New France, Quebec City with 
his spouse Perrine (Mallet), and three children, François, being one of the 
three from his previous marriage. Upon their arrival Marin occupied himself 
pursuing his trade as a mason. He and Perrine also worked a piece of land 
located on the banks of the St. Charles River. The missionary Recollets had 
abandoned it in 1629, when Quebec surrendered to the Kirke brothers.  



Within a year of his arrival, Marin found himself singled out on a quite personal level via a Testament of Samuel de 
Champlain dated 17 November 1635. (About four weeks later, Champlain died.) 

Translation:  “Marin, the mason, who lives near the house of the Recollet Fathers, is to receive his [Champlain’s]  
newly store-purchased outfit—with this permission, the outfit was given to Marin Boucher.” Source: Archives Can-
ada-France-Testament of Champlain. [typical outfit of the day pictured below]

  

On the Jesuit estate at Beauport, Quebec, Marin and his brother-in-law, Thomas Hayot farmed land together. In 1648, the 
two farmers went their own way. Hayot kept the Jesuit estate farm and Marin took a concession next to that of Olivier 
Le Tardif in Beauport. Then he and Perrine Mallet settled their family in 1650 at Chateau-Richer, opposite Île d’Orleans, 
downriver from Quebec city, between Beauport and Ste-Anne-de-Beaupré. It seems that their home became the local 
religious gathering-place, prior to the Anne-de-Beaupré church being built for the area.244

    

TRIBUTE TO 
MARIN BOUCHER 
Plaque In Honour 
of Marin Boucher 
in Chateau-Richer, 
where he lived and 
where he is buried.

Marin Boucher and 
spouse Perrine are 

the ancestors of 
most of America’s 

BOUCHERs



This house is  on the 
exact site of the Marin 
Boucher and Perrine 
Mallet residence in 
Chateau-Richer. The 
farming area was 
just up the cliff be-
hind the house.

The Commemorative 
plaque on the door 
translated states: 

Built between 
1857 - 1867 in the 
Quebecois style, 

on the land Marin 
Boucher conceded in 

1650.   

Both Marin and Perrine (Mallet) were buried at Chateau-Richer. He died on the 25th of March 1671 age 84, she on the 
24th of August 1687 age 83. They were grandparents to 61 grandchildren who survived and had children of their own.

According to *Tanguay and **PRDH, the surname Boucher has given rise to no less than nineteen variations (variation 
du nom): Belleville, Cambray, De Boucherville, De Grosbois, De la Bruyiere, De la Perriere, De Montarville, De Montbrun, 
De Montisambert, De Niveville, Desnois, Desroches, Desrosiers, De Vercheres, Dubois, Simon, St. Amour, St. Martin 
and St. Pierre.245 Some of the early root ancestors’ surname variations have of course been anglicized to names such as 
Bushey.

*Tanguay’s Genealogical Dictionary of French Canadian Families

**Programme de recherche en démographie historique (PRDH, Research Programme in Historical Demography) at the 
Université de Montréal.
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Marie Chapelier and Robert Drouin
my 9 × great-grandparents

Background Robert Drouin: His first marriage: As the friendship between the 29 year old Robert and the Cloutier family grew 
stronger, he sought the hand in marriage of  his employer’s daughter, 10 year old Anne Cloutier, born the 19th of January, 1626 in 
Perche, France, daughter of Zacharie Cloutier and Sainte Dupont who immigrated to New France about 1634. The marriage contract 
was concluded the 27th of July, 1636 in Seigneur Robert Giffard’s house and drawn up in the absence of a notary by Jean Guyon Du 
Buisson (senior) in the presence of the principals and a number of witnesses. (This marriage contract is the oldest, preserved in its 
original form, marriage contract in Canada.)246 The marriage was to take place as soon as possible; however, the newlyweds were to 
continue to live in the Cloutier home for a period of three years and the bride agreed to be “conseillée “ (counseled) by her parents. 
Through these conditions, one could conclude a prudence on the part of the parents a desire to spare their child from marital duties 
and responsibilities for yet a few years. Their marriage was celebrated on July 12, 1637, she the age of 12, he aged 30 in the church of 
Notre-Dame de Quebec. Anne died 3 February 1648 at age of 22. From their union they had 6 children, only 2 of whom survived, 
married and had families of their own.

Robert Drouin married a second time:

Marriage 
29 November 1649, Quebec City

Marie Chapelier (age 23)
Daughter of Jean Chapelier and 

Marguerite Dodier 

To

Robert Drouin (age 42)
Son of Robert Drouin and Marie Dubois

  

Marie Chapelier was the widow of Pierre Petit 
they had married before 1649. Prior to her 1649 
New France arrival as a “Fille à Marier” both her 
father and her spouse Pierre Petit had died.

[Records show that it was typical in New France when 
a spouse died—a few short months later, we find them 
married to someone else. Likely men and women’s 
roles were crucial in those early days for the survival 
of family life, and offspring. As pioneers there was 
certainly an absence of extended family members one 
might otherwise have relied upon.]

From their union they had 5 children who survived and had families of their own.

Of significance are my 8 × great-grandparents: Marriage on the 26th of October 1670 at Chateau-Richer; (she age 15, he age 22): 



Marguerite Drouin, born 23rd of December 1655 in Quebec City, and Jean Gagnon, born 5th of February 1648, Quebec, (son of 
Jean Gagnon and Marguerite Cauchon); from their union they had 8 children who themselves married and had families of their own.  

Story about The Filles à Marier, 1634-1662. [Brave Pioneers] a total of 262 “marriageable females” were recruited: 

“to emigrate to New France representing one quarter of all the single females arriving in New France [there are 20 dir-
ect Filles à Marier ancestors in my family tree]. Although there were some members of the petty nobility among their 
ranks, others were from urban families, daughters of craftsmen, day laborers, servants, daughters of businessmen, civil 
servants, military men and others were the poor daughters of peasants and farmers. Their average age was 22. In New 
France, these women could choose whom they wanted to marry and had the freedom to change their minds before the 
marriage took place. While awaiting to find a husband, many of the ladies lodged with religious communities. Either 
the Ursulines in Quebec City or the Filles de la Congrégation Notre-Dame in Montreal, although about 100 Filles à 
Marier lodged with individuals. Within a year of their arrival most found themselves married.” 

Marie Chapelier247, born about 1625 in the Brie region of Champagne, France, signed the marriage contract drawn on the 
26th of November by Notary Audouart but her husband could not read or write. Among others, her cousin, Robert Hache 
was a witness to the contract. A clause in the contract stipulated that within a year or sooner if possible, Robert Drouin 
had to find a place for the couple to live closer to Quebec City than his current residence at Riviere-aux-Chiens in Beau-
port. Judging by the baptism of their second child, Nicholas born 1 February 1652 in Quebec City, her spouse Robert had 
by then, if not sooner, met the condition in the marriage contract.

Robert Drouin was baptized on the 6th of August 1607 in Perche, France, son of Robert Drouin and Marie Dubois, whose 
1500s modest stone home was known as La Tuilerie which continues to exist today as seen below, in Pin-la-Garenne, a 
Community in the Department of the Orne, District of Mortagne, Canton of Pervenchères in the ancient and honorable 
Province of Perche.

 
There Robert learned his trade as a tile and brick maker which included decorative wall and chimney tuilerie found 
in buildings of that period. In 1634, Seigneur Robert Giffard recruited many Percherons for the unknown life in New 
France, among these were the families Cloutier, Boucher, Giroux and others. Another Perche group, likely in summer of 
1634 or 1635 and definitely by 1636, among them, Robert Drouin, François Aubert, Philippe Amyot, Jean Côté and Math-



urin Grouvel, left from the port of Dieppe, France to settle in the New France colony. Prior to their departure, their con-
ditions of employment, which Robert Drouin accepted, were undoubtedly established by Robert Giffard and Zacharie 
Cloutier the year before.

As a master bricklayer, he had a contract 
from Notary Piraude, dated March 25, 
1640, which tells us that Drouin sold 7000 
bricks to the nursing order of the Dames 
Hospitalières. And contracted to deliver 
them about the 15th of the following June 
“on the shore of the river near Beauport just 
opposite his workyard “for a price of “two 
poinsons of wheat.” (A poinson is a meas-
ure of volume, equivalent to 39 Canadian 
(Imperial) gallons.) Robert contributed 
materially to the building of homes and 
various buildings of those first settlers and 
growing settlements.

 

According to the historian Benjamin 
Sulte, Robert Drouin was among 
the first to clear land in 1641 on the 
shores of Beaupre, near the Rivière 
aux Chiens, Quebec, but did not get 
its concession until 1646.

  

It was situated between the properties of Jacques Boissel and Claude Estienne, to the west of Rivière-aux-Chiens. By 
that time, Robert had cleared a plot of land and put a small cabin on it. The couple must also have established a home at 
Beauport.  In 1642, Robert and others in Beauport were accused of plotting to kill Jacques Bourguignon, but it was not 
prosecuted in the Criminal Court of Quebec.

On April 17, 1646, a land grant was made by Olivier Le Tardif in favour of Drouin and signed by Notary Morel. This land 
was 6 arpents of frontage by 126 in depth. On October 14, 1645, Robert promised to “lease to Grouvel 200 bricks.” Dur-
ing this period, Robert was always busy with various other activities such as making planks, dry-docking the launch of 
Grouvel, and sowing farm fields for his friends.  

In 1682 on the occasion of his son Étienne’s marriage, his father Robert Drouin at the age of 75, had invited him to come 
around in his spare time to “make some bricks” and keep half the profits as a bonus.



On the 1st of June, 1685 at age 78 Robert Drouin died and was buried at Chateau-Richer, Quebec. His spouse Marie 
Chapelier died the 18th of March 1697 at age 7l at the Hotel-Dieu hospital in Quebec, City. Robert was grandfather of 60 
grandchildren as a result of his two marriages, and Marie was grandmother of 47 grandchildren. 

“An inventory of Robert Drouin’s estate revealed goods worth 732 livres. However, after deducting 8 livres for funeral 
costs, 15 for the church at Château-Richer, 9 livres for the cost of the inventory, 65 livres of dower and 266 livres for 
half of the selling price of the house (which went to Marie), there was only 152 livres to divide among five inherit-
ors, who brought many suits and appeals before the courts dealing with the inheritance. Robert Drouin’s [and Marie 
Chapelier’s and Anne Cloutier’s] real legacy is in his [their] contribution to the French-Canadian race.”248



Charles Sevestre

and

Marie Pichon
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ons=15&tree=tree2&primarype
rsonID=I1951
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Marie Pichon and Charles Sevestre
my 8 × great grandparents

 

Marriage about 1627 France

Marie Pichon (age 31)
Daughter of Philippe Pichon and 

Médarde Vaquemoulin

To

Charles Sevestre (age 22)
Son of Etienne-Charles Sevestre and

Marguerite Petitpas 

 

Marie Pichon, born around 
1600, was the widow of Philippe 
Gauthier de La Chenaye. They 
were married on the 10th of June 
1618, she aged 18 and he 26, in 
Paris, France. From their union 
they had 3 children, Guillaume, 
Catherine, and Charles, who 
married and had families of their 
own.

 

Marie Pichon and Charles Sevestre had 7 children: 3 sons who did not marry, and 4 females who married and had fam-
ilies of their own. 

Of significance are my 7 × great-grandparents: Marriage on the 8th of April 1652: (she age 16, he age 26) Marguerite Sevestre 
born 1636 Quebec and Etienne Lessard, born about 1623 Normandy, France; son of Jacques De Lessard and Marie Herson.

Arrival New France: Charles Sevestre and Marie Pichon departed Paris with an infant and her three children from a 
previous marriage, arriving in New France not later than 1636. In addition, four of Charles’ brothers: Louis, a bookseller; 
Étienne, Ignace, and Thomas, likely arrived at Quebec at the same time. The Sevestre brothers also brought along with 
them their widowed mother, Marguerite (Petitpas) Sevestre about age 56, born in 1580 in France, the daughter of Jean 
Petitpas and Marguerite Mace. Three years later, in the spring of 1639, the 100 Associates Company granted them lands 
at Quebec City.

Marie Pichon was the daughter of a master wood turner, Philippe Pichon, and the granddaughter of Isaac de Vimont, 
a master goldsmith, who had a boutique in Paris and lived on Mégisserie Street, facing the Pont Neuf bridge near the 
Louvre. She married two men who were printers by trade. Marie completed the printing of a book upon her first hus-
band’s death.249



The Pont Neuf seen from the 
dock of the Mégisserie in Paris, 
France.

Charles Sevestre, was born 17 January 1609 in Paris, France. He and his ancestors were in the printing trade which had 
been passed down from father to son.250

 

Prior to his 1636 arrival in 
New France, Charles had 
published over a dozen 
books between 1632 and 

1636. In 1612 he translated 
and published:

 “La Toyson D’Or / “The 
Golden Toyson”. 

   

His grandfather, Louis Sevestre, in 1552, lived on St. Victor Street near Porte Saint-Victor in Paris, France.



   

In New France, his initial occupation is unknown to us: he is referred to in 1641 only as a “settler living at the aforesaid 
Quebec.” In 1645, Charles Sevestre and his signature make their appearance as clerk of the warehouse for the 100 Associ-
ates Company based at L’Habitation, Quebec City.

On 23 August 1648, at a meeting of all the notables of the Quebec region, the Communauté des Habitants/Community 
of Habitants, was founded. Charles was elected Procurator-syndic of the Community. It was in this capacity that he was 



required, in 1649, to initiate the construction of the first church at Trois-Rivières.

He is mentioned on the 8th of May 1651 as being Provost Judge of the Lauson seigneury, and was the first to hold this 
title. During years 1651/52 Charles was one of the churchwardens of the parish of Quebec City and from 1651 until his 
death, he was the first appointee to the important office of Special Civil and Criminal Lieutenant in the Seneschal’s Court 
of Quebec, created by Governor Jean de Lauson.251

On the 8th of December, 1657 Charles Sevestre at age 48 died in Quebec and was buried on the 9th of December 1657 in the 
Basilica of Notre-Dame, Quebec City, under his church pew. He was the grandfather of 12 grandchildren. His sons did 
not marry (Charles was killed by the Iroquois and Ignatius drowned in the St. Lawrence at the age of 16), and although 
his 4 brothers had also immigrated to New France in 1636, they likewise had no children (his brother Thomas drowned 
at age 29 during a hunting trip, while his brother Jacques died unmarried at the age of 79), the Sevestre family name did 
not carry forward into the next generation. 

After Charles Sevestre’s death, his book-keeping, when he had been a clerk working in the 100 Associates warehouse 
came under scrutiny. Allegedly it was not all it ought to have been, particularly towards the end of his term. Charles’s 
son-in-law, Louis Rouer de Villeray (who succeeded him in the position through the favour of the interim governor, 
Louis d’Ailleboust) was held responsible for Sevestre’s errors or poor administration. Indeed, Louis Rouer was forced 
to go to France to exonerate his father-in-law. This did not prevent the advocate Jean Peronne Dumesnil, who arrived in 
1660 as an inspector on behalf of the 100 Associates Company, from heaping abuse on Louis Rouer de Villeray, his father-
in-law and Charles Sevestre, along with other highly respected citizens of Canada, Bishop Laval252 included.253 The com-
pany of 100 Associates was, at that time, in its death throes. (It surrendered its charter of the fur trade in 1666.)

Four years after her husband’s death, Marie Pichon at age 61, died on the 4th of May 1661.  She gave birth to 9 children 7 
of whom survived, married and had children of their own. In result of her two marriages were 26 grandchildren. 



Jacques Hugues Picard 
dit Lafortune

and

Marie-Anne-Antoinette 
de Liercourt

my and my siblings’

9 × great-grandparents (from 
the Girard-Jolicoeur side of the 
family)

Below is a live link to Roots 
Reflections web page for this 
couple when you are on the web 
page:

click on any person

to see their page,

all the pictures,

and documents, etc
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Marie-Anne-Antoinette DeLiercourt and 

Jacques-Hugues Picard dit Lafortune
my 9 x great grandparents

 

Marriage
30 June 1660 in Montreal, Quebec

Marie-Anne-Antoinette DeLiercourt
Daughter of Philippe de Liercourt and 

Jeanne Patin or Palin

To
Jacques-Hugues Picard dit Lafortune
Son of Gabriel Picard and Michelle 

Clavier

  

Marie-Anne-Antoinette DeLiercourt arrived in 
New France as a Fille à Marier. At age 18, on the 
2nd of February 1651, she married Blaise Juillet dit 
Avignon age 40 at Trois-Rivières, Quebec. From 
their union they had 4 children who married and 
had families of their own. 

While fleeing the Iroquois with Dollard des 
Ormeaux, on April 19 1660 near Île Saint-Paul, 
Blaise Juillet dit Avignon drowned. He was buried 
the next day at Montreal, Quebec. 

He was a peat worker, baptized on the 26th of 
February 1611 in France, son of butcher Jean Juillet 
and Gabrielle Barbarine. Blaise enlisted on April 31 
1644 at La Rochelle, France, to go to New France, 
being paid 75 livres a year for three years. Notary 
Teleuron drew up the contract for Jerome Le 
Royer de La Dauversiere, acting on behalf of the 
Compagnie Notre-Dame de Montreal”

From their union Marie-Anne-Antoinette and Jacques had five children who married and had families of their own. Of 
significance was:

my 8 × great-grandparents: Marriage on the 20th of October 1681 in Montreal: Marguerite Picard born on 
the 16th of February 1666, Montreal, Quebec, Canada who at age 15, married Jean Paré (age 28), occupation: master 
carpenter and Sargent of Montreal Garrison; he was born on the 15th of August 1653; son of Jean Paré and Suzanne 
Cloquet. Marguerite and Jean had 10 children who had families of their own.

Marie-Anne-Antoinette De Liercourt was a Fille à Marier254 who arrived in New France in 1650. She was also known as: 
Anne Antoinette DeLiercourt; Antionette Liercourt; Marie Antoinette deLiercourt; Marie Antoinette Anne deLiercour; and Anne 
Antoinette Liercourt. She was born about 1632 in the parish of Sainte-Marguerite in Beauvais, Picardy, France. Under the 
name “Anna Jullet”, Marie-Anne-Antoinette de Liercourt, on the 29th of August 1651 is noted as a godmother in church 
records. She and her late husband had settled at a property in Montreal with their four children. (Mathurine was baptized 
the 31st of December 1651 at Montreal, followed by Marie on the 25th of November 1653, Charles on the 18th of May 1656; and Louis 
on the 11th of October 1658.) 



    

Two months later, on the 11th of 
June 1660, notary Basset drew up a 
marriage contract, at Marie-Anne-
Antoinette’s home, between her and 
Hugues Picard dit Lafortune, nei-
ther of whom could sign the contract 
(read or write), though Governor 
Maisonneuve of Montreal did.

             

Governor 
Maisonneuve

Two days after that, Hugues Picard was named guardian of Marie-Anne-Antoinette and Blaise Juillet’s children along 
with Lambert Closse who was named as the children’s trustee, and was a witness to the marriage contract. Marie-Anne-
Anthoinette and Hugues Picard dit Lafortune settled in Montreal, most likely continuing to live at her current residence. 

Jacques-Hugues Picard was born about 1627 in Brittany, France. He had signed a contract to work in New France. and 
departed June 20 1653, arriving in Montreal aboard the Saint-Nicolas on November 16 1653, as a member of the Perche-
ron Grand Recrue. Prior to his departure, Hugues acknowledged receiving 137 livres in advance wages as a long-sawyer 
and plowman. At the end of this contract, Hugues returned to France, but came back to Canada in 1659 as a woodworker 
for the religious group, the Sulpicians of Montreal. He later became a soldier in the 12th squadron of the island’s Sainte-
Famille militia in 1663.

On 19 May 1702, Marie-Anne-Anthoinette had her will drawn up by notary Adhemar. She died at the age of 74 and was 
buried on the 30th of September 1707 in Montreal; mother of 9 children and grandmother of 68 grand-children (21 from 
her first marriage, and 47 from her second marriage). Three months later at age 72, the same day that notary Adhemar 
drew up his will, Hugues Picard dit Lafortune died and was buried in Montreal on the 22nd of December 1707. 255



Summation

In the 1630s and 1640s, the area around Champlain’s Habitation gradually developed. Under Governor Charles Huault 
de Montmagny, who arrived in the colony in 1636, streets and lots were laid out around Place-Royale as the settlement 
began to take shape. The moat surrounding the Habitation was filled in to make way for houses and commercial build-
ings and the Habitation itself was converted into the King’s Storehouse. Once filled in, the space in front of the store-
house became a public square. It was here that the colonial authorities posted their decrees and carried out public execu-
tions. And it was here that a market was held starting around 1640. 

When the king of France decided to take over control of the colony in 1663, the entire population in New France num-
bered 3,035, with only 9 single women aged 20 to 35 for 1,293 single men of all ages. Jean Talon was appointed to serve as 
Intendant (administrator) from 1665 to 1672 during which period the population of New France doubled. People were en-
couraged to marry young and payments were made to couples who married at a young age. Fathers of unmarried girls 
aged 17 or over had to pay a fine. Unmarried men aged 21 or over had to pay fines also. They were not allowed to take 
part in the fur trade. Men were also encouraged to marry Native/Amerindian women. Family allowances were paid to 
big families. A family with 10 living unmarried children got a year‘s wage as a grant. Natural increase caused the popu-
lation of New France to grow rapidly. 

Filles du roi- Between 1663 and 1673 some 770 mostly young orphan girls, were sent from France to relieve the shortage 
of women in the  colony.256 Less than one per cent of the granted land was being exploited. Of the 5 million livres’ worth 
of possible annual resources enumerated by Champlain in 1618 — e.g., fish, mines, wood, hemp, cloth and fur—only fur 
yielded an appreciable return, but it was irregular hence disappointing.257

By 1675 in Quebec, the European population including their 
descendants, totaled at  7,832. 

Between 1650 and 1675 my research on the matriarchal side of 
our family roots, has so far revealed 13 direct ancestor couples 
who are my  8 × great-grandparents. Included in that group is 
the Robert family whose arrival was about 1660.

(Our direct great grandparents who arrived later: 

Libersan/Libercan dit Laviolette arrival about 1690

Girard dit Jolicoeur arrival about  1730)



 

In 1663, the New France popula-
tion was 3,600 and New England 
70,000. 

One century later, the ratio was 
one to twenty—70,000 franco-
phones for 1.6 million anglo-
phones! This demographic result 
foretold the overwhelming dom-
inance of the English language in 
North America today.258

By 1680, about 300 people were living in and around Place-Royale, more than twice as many as 15 years before. Most of 
the approximately 60 houses in the area were single-story wooden dwellings with plank or cedar shingle roofs. Homes 
were built adjacent to one another, separated only by party walls.259

 

Detail of a map 
showing Quebec 
City in 1688. Place-
Royale and the 
bust of Louis XIV 
are clearly visible 
in the middle.

   

France and England continued their competing interests in North America. Each desiring control of the interior territor-
ies of the continent, including Hudson Bay which was deemed essential to the fur trade. Various wars erupted and when 



the Treaty of Utrecht between France & Britain was signed in 1713 a portion of the Acadian colony of Nova Scotia was 
ceded. Later British colonial officers thought the people were aiding France in the Seven Years War which resulted in 
their deportation 1755-1764 from Acadia.260

 

Canada had a population of 
55,000, Acadia 10,000, and 
the distant Louisiana 4,000. 
The island of Newfoundland 
and Hudson Bay did not 
have a permanent resident 
population. Compared to 
New England, New France 
was like a poor second cous-
in when it came to coloniza-
tion.

 

In 1763, resulting from the Seven Years War (also known as the French and Indian War), New France ceased to exist 
when it ceded Canada and its settlements/dependencies to Great Britain by signing the Treaty of Paris.261 A crucial factor 
was the battle 13 September 1759 fought on “The Plains of Abraham” when Quebec City surrendered to British forces. 
Since then Canada has grown in size to become the second largest country on earth (Russia being first). The country has 
a low population density. 

The humble beginings at L’Habitation 
founded in 1608 were celebrated in 

2008, it being the 400th anniversary of 
Quebec City.

Canada as a country is celebrating its 
150th anniversary in 2017. 

One can only admire those early brave 
and courageous ancestor pioneers, 
who through their efforts, laid the 

foundation for those of us who came 
after.
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